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Management Summary
This report presents the results of battlefield archaeology at the site of the Revolutionary
War siege of Fort Motte, located in Calhoun County, South Carolina. The analysis of historic
documents, test excavations, and a controlled metal detector sampling survey were combined to
define the National Register Boundaries of siege activities. The work was funded by Grant
Agreement GA-2255-04-11 (2004) from the National Park Service’s American Battlefield
Protection Program.
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A NOTE ON CITATION STYLE
Readers will notice two distinct citation styles in this report. Citations in Chapters 1, 3,
and 4 are according to the American Antiquity Style Guide typical in archaeological reporting.
In Chapter 2, the historic context incorporates additional information in footnotes and references
are provided according to the Chicago Manual of Style. We apologize to those who may find
this inconsistency bothersome but we have found that the use of footnotes to add contextural data
is useful in understanding the subtleties of historic research and documents.

CHAPTER 1: THE FORT MOTTE PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
Fort Motte, in Calhoun County, South Carolina, was Mrs. Rebecca Motte’s
plantation home, fortified by the British in the Spring of 1781. Located on a high
prominence overlooking the Congaree River, the fort served as a depot for British supply
convoys between Charleston and Ninety-Six or Camden until May 1781 (Figure 1.1).
Fort Motte consisted of Mrs. Motte’s plantation mansion, surrounded by a ditch and
parapet. American troops under the command of Brigadier General Francis Marion (the
Swamp Fox) and Lieutenant Colonel Henry Lee arrived at Fort Motte on May 6, 1781
and began a siege that lasted until May 12, when the fort’s garrison surrendered. The
capture of Fort Motte was significant as part of the summer of 1781 American offensive
‘War of Posts’ that broke the British hold on the South Carolina backcountry.
Today Fort Motte is an
archaeological site (38CL1)
listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. The site
was placed on the National
Register November 11, 1972,
however, at that time, the site
area was limited to five acres
surrounding a granite
Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR) monument
placed there in 1909 (Figure
1.2). Over the years, the
findings of relic collectors and
surface collectors have
demonstrated that the site is
much more extensive.
On August 15, 2004,
the South Carolina Institute of
Archaeology and
Anthropology (SCIAA),
University of South Carolina,
was awarded grant No. GA2255-04-011 from the National
Park Service, American
Battlefield Protection Program Figure 1.1 Location of the Fort Motte Battlefield.
(ABPP), to conduct an
archaeological survey to investigate Fort Motte, revise the 1972 nomination to include
the entire Fort Motte battlefield, and reassess the site’s historic significance. This report
details the results of the archaeological survey. A separate document, a revised National
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Register nomination, was
submitted to the State Historic
Preservation Office and the
National Park Service, ABPP. On
November 17, 2006, the state
National Register Board approved
the revised nomination,
recognizing the Fort Motte
Battlefield significant at the
national level.
PROJECT GOALS
The overall goal of the
Figure 1.2 Daughters of the American Revolution
project was to archaeologically
monument at Fort Motte.
investigate the site to determine its
physical extent and to then revise its National Register nomination. To achieve this goal,
the following specific objectives had to be met.
First, it was necessary to conduct extensive historic research to better understand
the siege and to identify specific battlefield “defining” features that would be sought
during the archaeological survey. Defining features are any battlefield elements (natural,
cultural, military engineering, or artifacts) mentioned in historic documents or maps that
have the potential to be located on (and in) the ground and can thus assist in
understanding the battle and defining its extent (Lowe 2000:18). For this project it was
decided that an extensive history was needed to identify the defining features at the Fort
Motte battlefield.
A second objective was to conduct an archaeological survey to locate and define
the extent of the battlefield’s defining features. Chapter 3 discusses this effort. The
methodology section of this chapter (below) introduces the defining features that were
identified as a result of the history and the various methods used to locate and investigate
their integrity. In order to properly understand the site, artifacts discovered during the
survey had to be analyzed and related to the site. This work was conducted at the SCIAA
laboratory. The results of this analysis are integrated into Chapter 3 and Appendix I.
A final chapter summaries the results of the history and archaeology at Fort Motte
and offers a statement of significance. Again, the final goal was the development of a
revised National Register nomination for the Fort Motte battlefield. That is a separate
document.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
As the primary goal of this project was to revise the National Register
Nomination of the Fort Motte archaeological site (38CL1), the research design focused
on revealing the fort’s history to aid interpretation of the archaeological features
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discovered and to determine the extent and integrity of the archaeological expression of
Fort Motte Battlefield. A variety of historical and archaeological methods were used to
reach project goals.
Historical Document Search
Chapter 2 footnotes cite relevant and critical historical sources that assisted in the
development of Fort Motte’s history. The Principal Investigator maintains a large
personal archive of primary source material relating to Francis Marion. In addition to
these sources the following archives and libraries were visited or searched by either the
Principal Investigator or professional archivists who assisted the Principal Investigator in
various historic and archaeological research projects surrounding the life of Francis
Marion:
Thomas Cooper Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia
Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia
South Carolina State Library, Columbia
Department of Archives and History, Columbia
Charleston County Historical Society, Charleston
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Military History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania
Society of the Cincinnati Library, Washington, D.C.
Virginia Historical Society, Richmond, Virginia
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Library, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation,
Williamsburg, Virginia.
William C. Clements Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Defining Features
The history of the Fort Motte siege in Chapter 2 identifies several defining
battlefield features. These defining features are:
1) Fort Motte and Mrs. Rebecca Motte’s house,
2) British Camp,
3) American Continental (Lee’s) Camp,
4) American Militia (Marion’s) Camp,
5) American Sap,
6) American Artillery mound,
7) Rebecca Motte’s Farm house,
8) Levi Smith house.
In addition to these features, some secondary features logically should be present
but are not especially critical to locating the battlefield’s extent. These include:
1) Outbuildings (barns, slave quarters) associated with Motte’s plantation,
2) William Thomson’s barn,
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3) Well dug by either Rebecca Motte or by the British,
4) Post-siege American campsites,
5) Mr. Love’s antebellum house.
Battlefield analysis also can be enhanced by the use of the mnemonic KOCOA—
Key Terrain, Obstacles, Cover and Concealment, Observation and Fields of Fire,
Avenues of Approach and Retreat. KOCOA analysis was used during the archaeological
survey to assist in locating defining features.
Archaeological Field Methods
For battlefield sites, it has been proven that a systematic regime of metal detecting
is a superior method of locating and defining battlefields (Fox 1993; Smith 1994;
Espenshade et al. 2002; Legg, Smith and Wilson 2005). Metal detecting was the primary
means of locating lost accoutrements and ammunition and fired ammunition surrounding
Fort Motte, and also for locating battlefield features beyond the immediate vicinity of the
fort. In addition to metal detecting, we conducted a surface collecting regime around the
monument, limited formal trench excavations at the fort site, and a Ground Penetrating
Radar Survey at the fort site.
Systematic Metal Detector Survey at the Fort
The area around the DAR monument was systematically covered using two or
more metal detector operators, each sweeping a series of blocked and flagged areas. The
total area covered using this method was approximately four acres. It was hoped that
systematic survey would reveal the fort, Mrs. Motte’s house, the British camp, and any
nearby outbuildings. At the time of survey, the four acres were cultivated in low growing
oats and surface visibility was excellent. Each operator covered 100% of the designated
blocks using overlapping transects. Transects were approximately 1.5 meters wide, the
width of a single sweep of the metal detector. Operators were guided by plow rows,
which were easily visible and followed. All metal detector readings were investigated
immediately. The readings were excavated by the detector operator and each artifact was
placed in a plastic bag. The artifact bag was given a unique provenience number
consisting of the area number and a sequential number (see artifact catalog and list of
proveniences in the appendices) and this same number was written on a pin flag and
placed at find’s location. The pin flags were then mapped using a Sokkia ® total station
transit. With exceptions, artifacts dating later than the 18th century were not collected.
Nails and railroad spikes made up most of the post-18th century metal artifacts.
A variety of metal detectors were used. The primary machine was a Fisher 1270
® with a 9” coil and excellent discrimination and depth. The 1270 was supplemented by
several other types including a “Double Eagle” with 15” search coil. The Double Eagle
is a hand-built detector made in various forms by two individuals in Wilmington, NC
since the 1960’s. It is a very basic detector with only rudimentary discrimination and
ground balance, but with remarkable penetration in soil with low iron content. Until
recently, no commercially made detector matched the Double Eagle for depth in sandy
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soils. Also used was a Whites Sierra Madre ® “Blue Max Deep Scan 950” detector with
a 9” search coil. The Whites machine is a very basic model with no discriminator or
other specialized controls, but like the Double Eagle, it has excellent penetration in
sandy, un-mineralized soil. The detector operators agreed that the two devices were very
similar in performance. Generally speaking, maximum depth penetration by any detector
in un-mineralized soil is achieved when discrimination and ground balance features are
not used at all. Finally, since the area around the fort contained much metal trash
including large railroad spikes and nails, a Tesoro ® discriminating detector with a 9”
coil was used. This machine has relatively unimpressive depth penetration in any soil,
but it is capable of isolating lead and brass readings in fields of nails or metallic trash that
would completely defeat most other detectors.
Excavations at the Fort
One of the first objectives was to archaeologically locate, define and assess the
fort itself. Prior to the survey, there was no known documentation that the DAR marker
was the precise location of Mrs. Motte’s house. The marker could have been placed at
the fort or simply placed at the top of Buckhead Hill as a general location marker. At the
time of the survey, the marker stood in an oat field surrounded by a rail fence. Informal
survey by the Principal Investigator prior to this project revealed a heavy surface scatter
of 18th and 19th century artifacts around the monument. During one visit immediately
after a heavy rain archaeologists recovered two gun flints. During a site visit in the
Spring of 2004, a clearly visible hollow square dark crop mark was seen surrounding the
marker within the artifact scatter (Figure 1.4). This square was recognized as possibly
being the fort ditch and this was confirmed by formal hand excavations.
Archaeological excavations
were conducted after completion of
the metal detector and GPR survey
(see below). One meter and half
meter-wide trenches were excavated
across the site area to intersect the
Fort Motte ditch and any plantation
house features. The trenches were
placed along north-south, east-west
grid lines within an excavation grid.
Trenches were excavated either to
the north of an east-west line, or to
the west of north-south grid lines.
The trenches were excavated using
hand shovels. Plow zone soils were
not screened for artifacts, and only a
Figure 1.3 Crop mark (dark line to rear of DAR monument)
few artifacts were collected to
of fort ditch at Fort Motte.
demonstrate that most of the plow
zone artifacts dated to the 19th century. No significant data was lost by not collecting
these plowzone artifacts as they were returned to the excavation trench along with the
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soils during backfilling.
A section of the fort’s ditch and a suspected chimney foundation were the only
features explored. All feature fill that was removed was screened through 1/4 inch wire
mesh and all artifacts were collected. All artifacts were bagged and labeled with
provenience information. Feature and level forms were maintained. Feature details and
stratigraphic profiles were drawn and photographed (B & W, Color Slide, and digital).
During the siege, the Americans excavated a sap that began in a “declivity”
between the two hills at Fort Motte, and reached nearly to the fort’s abatis by the close of
the siege. Additional trenches were situated to intercept the remains of the sap. These
trenches were placed north of the fort, between it and a location on the hill slope that
appeared to offer protection to slaves and soldiers excavating the sap. The same methods
used at the fort were used in searching for the sap.
Ground Penetrating Radar Survey
A Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) unit was used to assist in locating fort
features at Fort Motte. Ground Penetrating Radar generates radio wave pulses that enter
the ground and penetrate, partially penetrate or bounce off buried features. A receiving
antenna picks up the return signal as reflected wave densities. Reflected wave densities
are then interpreted by the equipment and presented to the user on a computer screen as
anomalies. An anomaly is an area that has a sufficiently different wave signature to be
identified as being separate from the background. Each anomaly detected below the
surface reflects and inhibits the radio wave in unique ways. Features such as the fort’s
ditch and palisade, the mansion’s foundation and chimney or any other ground
disturbance should show up on the GPR as anomalies that can be further explored by
conventional means.
Prior to the awarding of the ABPP grant, the SCIAA on April 15 and 16th 2004
investigated the area around the monument with a GPR instrument to see if any evidence
of the fort would appear. At that time, it was uncertain that the fort was located around
the monument and GPR lanes were laid out in a radius from the DAR monument. On
October 5 and 6, 2004, the GPR was also used, but at this time the lanes were run along
the established site grid.
The equipment used was a Future 2005 ground penetrating radar (GPR)
manufactured by OKM Ortungstechnik GmbH of Germany. The Future 2005 is a multihead air coupled GPR that comes packaged with a geophysical electromagnetic sensor
(GEM). The equipment has eight simultaneous sampling heads that cover an overlapping
one meter swath at the surface that provides a multiple testing of anomalies. The radio
wave produced is 450 MHz. Depending on soil conditions, the tested depth is
approximately 20 feet. The GEM detects subtle shifts in the earth’s magnetic field
produced by the subsurface anomalies and is quite useful in identifying metallic or
mineralized artifacts or strata. The GEM can be run simultaneously with the GPR or as a
separate function. Data from all eight GPR heads and the GEM are synthesized and the
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results provided in a 3 D display in real time. The results are stored digitally and are
available indefinitely for future analysis.
Metal Detector Survey beyond the Fort
Several defining features were sought beyond the fort itself. During the siege,
Francis Marion’s men constructed a simple artillery position consisting of a mound of
earth. This artillery position was situated so as to rake the north wall of the fort. The
American militia under General Marion and the Continental soldiers under Colonel
Henry Lee camped at separate locations. Marion’s men were supposedly camped on the
same hill as the fort (but see Chapter 2), while Lee camped at Rebecca Motte’s overseer’s
house on the hill north of the fort. Somewhere within 200 yards of the fort Loyalist Levi
Smith claims to have had a house. As will be seen in Chapter 2 Smith was a witness to
the siege. Finally, some evidence of slave quarters was expected somewhere on the
plantation lands surrounding the house.
The artillery mound remained until the 1980s when it was mistakenly leveled
during logging operations. The exact location has been forgotten, however, 1937 (Figure
1.5) and 1948 (not depicted) aerial photographs show its presence at that time. These
photographs were rectified with a modern geological survey topographic map, and using
GIS analysis a UTM location was generated for the mound, which was used to navigate
to the site using a GPS instrument. Once this area was located a metal detector survey
was conducted.
Searching for the other defining features required a different metal detecting
method as the area to be examined covered the entire 298.66 acres under private
ownership. This is a ‘search to find’ method and is actually a reconnaissance level
investigation in which metal detector operators cover large areas of ground by sampling
the area and choosing likely locations to search intensively based on previous experience
at battlefield sites. When an artifact relating to the 18th century occupation was located,
an area of approximately 1/2 acre surrounding the find was blocked-off using pin flags
and covered systematically and intensively by one or more detector operators. Artifacts
were bagged and flagged in the same manner as at the fort, with the location of each find
recorded using a GPS instrument.
Two GPS instruments were used. Both were Trimble, Inc. models; Geoexplorer
and Geoexplorer 3 ®. Both were set to the following defaults: 1) PDOP mask 6, 2) SNR
mask 6, 3) Elevation mask 15 degrees, and 4) Satellites, 4. As a rule, 120 reading were
taken for each find. This should have provided for sub-meter accuracy after data
processing, however, some positions were obviously a meter beyond their actual location.
Pathfinder Office ® software was used for processing. The GIS software used for the
analysis was ArchGIS ® version 9, Suite.
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Laboratory Methods
After completing the
fieldwork all recovered cultural
material was cleaned, stabilized
when necessary, or treated as
appropriate for the kind of material
collected. Analysis was conducted
to identify the artifact as to
material type, function, and a
description. An artifact catalog
was developed containing
descriptive information and
provenience for each artifact
recovered. Appendix II of this
report describes the artifact
assemblage.
The Institute curation
standards and the standards of the
National Park Service were
Figure 1.4 1937 aerial photograph of Fort Motte depicting
location of artillery mound (courtesy Thomas Cooper Map
followed: All artifact bags were
Library, USC).
labeled on the exterior using
permanent ink, and are acid free.
All boxes in which artifacts were packaged were acid-free and medium sized (ca. one
cubic foot). A box inventory was inserted in each box and affixed to the outside for
easier relocation of artifacts within the site collection. All associated record data (field
notes, analysis sheets, artifact catalogs, etc.) are also boxed with the collection. Metadata
from the GPS and GPR work will be provided under a separate cover to the ABPP.
NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION
Based on all the above work, a revised nomination was submitted to the South
Carolina State Historic Preservation Office. This nomination was reviewed and accepted
by the State Historic Preservation office and approved by the state board on November
17, 2006.
THE FORT MOTTE LANDSCAPE: HISTORIC AND MODERN
The Fort Motte Battlefield, archaeological site 38CL1, covers 162.703 acres of
Buckhead Hill (245 ft elevation) and another unnamed hill adjacent to and northeast of
Buckhead along the Congaree River in Amelia Township, Calhoun County, South
Carolina (Figure 1.1). The site encompasses all archaeological features discovered
during the survey and described in this report, and on two separate land tracts, a 205.58
acre tract owned by Messrs Joseph, Wesley, and Luther Wannamaker, and a 93.08 acre
tract owned by Mr. Luther Wannamaker (Figure 1.6).
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Today the 298.66 acre private
property that encompasses the Fort
Motte Battlefield is maintained in a
variety rural landscapes. The top of
Buckhead Hill at the fort and mansion is
about 13 acres. It is open and cultivated.
This area is surrounded by forest,
primarily in planted pines with a few
oaks along fence lines and on the sides
of steep hill slopes to the north and
northwest. The planted pine trees are
less than 50 years old. On the hill north
of Buckhead Hill, an area of 18 acres is
also open and cultivated. Planted pines
are found down slope towards Buckhead
Hill, while to the north the hill slope is
extremely steep, dropping off into a
wetland and the Congaree River.
Between the two hills is a deep forested
hollow of oaks and pines and heavy
underbrush. The two hills are bounded
to the north and west by the Congaree
River, to the east by Buckhead Creek,
Figure 1.5 Fort Motte Battlefield overlaying
and to the southwest by a series of
property boundaries.
hilltops along the river. Numerous well
maintained dirt and grass roads allow vehicles to drive to most areas, including the
monument. Most roads are modern in origin. The 18th century road to Fort Motte may
be one of them, but it is not known which. The entire property is gated to protect against
unauthorized access. The area is rich in game species including deer, hogs, and turkey.
These are hunted by a private hunt club.
The Fort Motte landscape has been moderately altered since the British
occupation. The fort itself was torn down and the ditch filled in after the siege. Historian
Benjamin Lossing, who visited the site in 1849, says the Motte mansion was “desolated”
by the fire and she built another house after the war (Lossing [1860]2004:148).
According to Major James, a participant in the siege, the house was not severely damaged
when it caught fire (James [1821]1948:121). As will be seen in Chapter 2, James is
probably correct, because there is good evidence that Mrs. Motte lived there after the
battle. At the time Lossing visited, the site was owned by Mr. William Love, who had
built another house “nearly upon” the site of the Motte house (Lossing [1860]2004:148).
Apparently, Mr. Love’s antebellum house is the only other occupation in the immediate
area of the fort/mansion as archaeological surface survey found no late 19th or 20th
century artifacts except numerous railroad spikes. According to local land managers they
were from old railroad ties used as fencing when the property was a dairy farm called the
Moye Plantation. Based on the lack of archaeological evidence for post Antebellum
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occupation, Buckhead Hill appears to have been a pasture with some areas forested since
Mr. Love’s Antebellum occupation.
Approximately 50 meters northwest of the fort, Buckhead Hill has been severely
modified by bulldozing that terraced the hill’s northwest slope. There is also moderate
erosion on the north side of the hillcrest, however, this has not damaged the
archaeological integrity of the fort’s ditch. The bulldozer modifications may or may not
have destroyed the American sap (the sap was not located, see Chapter 3). As mentioned
the bulldozer also removed the American artillery mound. There does not appear to be
any other land modifications, except that all parts of the site have been timbered,
probably twice, since the Revolutionary War. This has not destroyed the fort’s ditch,
which appears to be an intact archaeological feature.
PROJECT HISTORY
Historic research began even prior to the award of the contract and continued
intermittently throughout the period from August 15, 2004 until June 2006. Fieldwork
also continued throughout the period up until January 2005, but the main effort was
conducted from October 4, 2004 to October 28th, 2004, with occasional field days from
November 2004 to January 2005. The intensive fieldwork in October consisted of the
Principal Investigator and the Field Director, with the technical assistance of a second
metal detector operator for one week and two archaeological technicians throughout the
field period. Usually the crew was assisted by one or more volunteers. The Principal
Investigator and Field Director continued to metal detect areas beyond the fort from
November until January 2005. Based on the above discussion, the entire field effort was
at least 30% more than the budgeted time of 560 person hours, or an estimated 728
person hours.

CHAPTER 2: FORT MOTTE HISTORY AND LEGENDS
INTRODUCTION
The significance of Fort Motte's siege and capture in May 1781 is best understood
as link in a chain of events that together led to ending the British occupation of South
Carolina. Fort Motte’s strategic value to the British was as an outpost protecting their
supply route from Charleston to Camden. At the beginning of April 1781, the British
controlled most major towns in the South Carolina backcountry and their supply routes to
and from Charleston. By the end of May, they had lost all the towns except Ninety-Six,
and their supply routes were cut. Two weeks prior to the loss of Fort Motte, the British
lost Fort Watson. A few days after Fort Motte, Fort Granby, and their post at Orangeburg
were lost, and while Fort Motte's garrison was surrendering, British commander Lord
Rawdon was retreating across the Santee River at Nelson’s Ferry south of Fort Motte,
having earlier abandoned Camden. Only a few weeks later, the British forts around
Augusta fell and they abandoned Georgetown.
Today, the story of the Fort Motte siege has additional significance. Fort Motte
can be understood as an archetypal battle of the Revolution in South Carolina. Fort
Motte history has everything a student of the war in South Carolina could want—legends,
heroes and heroines, eighteenth-century honor and gallantry, contradictory eyewitness
accounts and despicable injustice. There were many other battles more costly and
bloody, but few combine the common elements of American Revolutionary history and
myth like Fort Motte. In that sense, and from the perspective of historic preservation,
Fort Motte is not only a Revolutionary War battlefield, it represents a traditional place in
the American experience. The following history will detail the setting, siege events,
legends, and aftermath of the battle of Fort Motte; explaining why Fort Motte holds an
important traditional place in South Carolina history.
BACKROUND
On May 12, 1780, a year before Fort Motte fell, American Major General
Benjamin Lincoln surrendered his Continental and militia army of some 6,400 men, and
Charleston, South Carolina, to the British army under General Sir Henry Clinton. Soon
after that tremendous victory, the British pushed rapidly into the South Carolina
backcountry, establishing a ring of fortified towns from Savannah, to Augusta, Georgia,
from Augusta, to Ninety-Six, South Carolina, from Ninety-Six to Camden, and finally
from Camden to Georgetown. In August of that same year, British Lord Cornwallis
destroyed a second Continental army of some 3,500 under the command of General
Horatio Gates at the Battle of Camden. Between the victories at Charleston and Camden,
and their control of all the major South Carolina settlements, the British could be
forgiven for believing that the state was subdued that August. But just as quickly as the
British took control of the backcountry they would loose it. Exactly one year after the
fall of Charleston, on May 12, 1781, British forces abandoned Camden and began
retreating toward Charleston while their garrison at Mrs. Motte’s house was surrendering
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to American General Francis Marion and Lt. Colonel Henry Lee.
REBECCA MOTTE
The story of Fort Motte begins with
Rebecca Motte (June 15, 1737-January 10, 1815).
Rebecca was the daughter of Robert Brewton--the
Brewtons being a wealthy and important colonial
Charleston family (Figure 2.1). On June 11,
1758, Rebecca married Jacob Motte (October 15,
1729-January 20, 1780). Jacob Motte was also a
prominent plantation owner and politician.
During his life he served several times in the
Royal Assemblies between 1760 and 1775. He
also served in the Second Provincial Congress,
and the First, Second and Third General
Assemblies between 1775 and 1780.1
Rebecca had seven children by Jacob,
Figure 2.1 Figure 2.1 Rebecca Motte
three of whom died in their youth. Two
(Lossing 2004[1860:150).
daughters, Elizabeth and Francis, would
successively marry Major General Thomas
Pinckney, an aide to American General Gates during the war. Jacob and Rebecca owned
Fairfield Plantation on the lower Santee River at least as early as 1758 and lived there
until his death of an illness in 1780.2 The Motte's were ardent supporters of the American
cause and supplied South Carolina’s soldiers with rice, beef, pork, corn, and fodder.
After the war, Rebecca was awarded over 600 pounds for provisions she supplied the
troops from 1778 through 1783.3 When her husband died, she inherited Fairfield and 244
slaves. After the war she returned to the Santee area and lived out the rest of her life at El
Dorado Plantation, which she built with her son-in-law, Thomas Pinckney.
Perhaps these facts about Rebecca Motte would have been all that we know about
her, except for the fortunes of war. However, not only did Jacob die in 1780, but her
brother Miles Brewton, also perished during the war. Miles Brewton (1731 to August 25,
1775) was prominent mercantile businessman and slave dealer in mid-eighteenth century
Charleston. He owned as many as eight ships and eventually became "South Carolina's

1

Walter B. Edgar and N. Louise Bailey, Biographical Directory of the South Carolina House of
Representatives, Volume II, The Commons House of Assembly 1692-1775 (Columbia, S.C.: University of
South Carolina Press, 1974), pp. 480-481.
2
Elise Pinckney, “Letters of Eliza Lucas Pinckney, 1768-1782," South Carolina Historical Magazine
(SCHM) 76(1975):145, 165; Anne B. L. Bridges and Roy Williams, III, St James Santee Plantation Parish:
History and Records, 1685-1925 (Spartanburg, S.C.: The Reprint Company, 1997), p. 56; Bennett Baxley
editor, St James- Santee Parish Historical Sketches: Plantations, Churches, Villages, and Homes, (St.
James- Santee Parish Historical Society, 1997).
3
Alexia Jones Helsley, South Carolinians in the War for American Independence (Columbia, S.C.: South
Carolina Department of Archives and History, 2000), pp. 65-69.
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largest slave dealer," and "one of the wealthiest men in the province."4 Like many
colonial entrepreneurs, he had his hands in numerous business and land interests. During
his career, he purchased a number of plantations totaling over 12,000 acres, including
Mount Joseph plantation in 1772, the eventual location of Fort Motte.5 In 1765 he began
the construction of his lavish and still standing Brewton house, on King Street in
Charleston. He was also a member of the Commons House of Assembly and the Council
of Safety. He was elected to the second Provincial Congress in August 1775, and was on
his way to Philadelphia when he, his wife, and family were lost at sea.6
Rebecca Brewton Motte inherited Mile's estate, including the Brewton house in
Charleston and Mount Joseph Plantation when the Brewton family perished. There can
be no doubt that between Miles Brewton's estate and the later loss of her husband,
Rebecca became one of the, if not the, wealthiest land and slave holders in South
Carolina in the Revolutionary era. Sometime after Brewton's disappearance, she moved
into Charleston and settled into the Brewton House. When the British besieged
Charleston in 1780, she offered her slaves to American General Benjamin Lincoln to
assist constructing defenses.7 When the British occupied Charleston, the Brewton house
was seized and used as a headquarters. For a while Rebecca remained in the house and
tradition has it that she used her female slaves to slip messages about British activities in
Charleston to Francis Marion.8 There is every reason to believe this occurred. Rebecca
was a well known and respected member of Charleston society. Both were Santee
plantation owners. Marion had been in and around Charleston as a soldier since 1775
when he represented St. John's Parish at the first meeting of the Provincial Congress.9 Its
likely Mrs. Motte and Marion were acquainted and were able to set up an intelligence
system.
MOUNT JOSEPH PLANTATION
Fort Motte was located on Buckhead Hill along the Congaree River and
surrounded the Mount Joseph Plantation mansion (Figure 1.1). There are few extant
records providing clues to the plantation’s development and use. As stated, Rebecca
Motte gained ownership upon Miles Brewton's death. Brewton had acquired Mount
4

Edgar and Bailey, Biographical Directory, pp. 95-97.
Ibid., p. 96. Several accounts relating to Fort Motte state that Miles Brewton obtained Mount Joseph
Plantation through his marriage to Mary Izard on May 19th, 1759, see for instance, Richard N. Cote, Mary's
World: Love, War, and Family Ties in Nineteenth Century Charleston (Mount Pleasant, S.C.: Corinthian
Books, 2001), p. 16. However, the author found no record that the Izard family, who owned some of the
largest plantations along the Ashley River near Charleston, ever owned land along the Congaree River. For
Izard land holdings see, Langdon Cheves "Izards of South Carolina," SCHM II(1901)3:203-240; Henry A.
M. Smith, "The Upper Ashley and the Mutations of Families" SCHM XX(1919)3:151-198.
6
Mary's World, p. 16; Alexander Salley, "Col. Miles Brewton and Some of His Descendants," SCHM
II(1901)1: 130-131, 142-44, 148-150.
7
Mrs. O.J. Weslin and Miss Agnes Irwin, Worthy Women of Our First Century (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippenwith Co., 1877), p. 264.
8
Margaret Hayne Harrison, A Charleston Album (Ringe, New Hampshire: Richard R. Smith Publications,
Inc., 1953), pp. 36-43.
9
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1960), p. 10.
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Joseph from Benjamin Farrar for 2,500 pounds July 11, 1772.10 Miles Brewton's will
indicates that Mount Joseph Plantation consisted of 1,300 acres. However, the deed
between Farrar and Brewton indicates that it was only 1,000 acres at the time of sale.
Four hundred acres were on the south or west side of the river (Buckhead Hill), and 600
acres of swamp-land "opposite first tract."11 Sometime after 1772, Brewton probably
acquired the additional 300 acres. Interestingly, according to Brewton’s deed, the 400
acres on the south side of the river once had been part of a tract of land granted to Job
Marion. One of Francis Marion's brother’s was named Job and there is good reason to
believe that this Job is the same individual. If so, this establishes a circumstantial, but no
less intriguing, connection between Rebecca Motte and Francis Marion.
There is almost no firm information about the improvements on the plantation
prior to Rebecca’s ownership. The deed between Brewton and Farrar states that Brewton
acquired the land and all gardens, orchards, fences, ways, water courses, and wells on the
property.12 While this indicates some improvements, there is no mention of structures.
Brewton's will, which left the plantation to his wife, indicates that she, ultimately
Rebecca, would inherit "all my stock of cattle, horses, & other stock and plantation tools
and utensils at my Mount Joseph Plantation on the Congaree River."13 Again, there was
no mention of domestic structures or outbuildings. Perhaps the plantation was devoted to
stock-raising. The plantation might also have grown indigo in the swamp-land.
Belleville Plantation, next door, was an indigo plantation.14 If Brewton was an absentee
landowner, perhaps an overseer’s house and some slave cabins would be all the structures
that were necessary.
When the British began construction of Fort Motte, Mount Joseph improvements
consisted of a large two or three-story plantation house on Buckhead Hill, and an
"overseers," "farm house," or "old log cabin" on the ridge across from Buckhead Hill.15
It is unclear as to exactly when Rebecca Motte's mansion was constructed. Lieutenant
Colonel Henry Lee states that it was a "large, new mansion-house," however he may have
meant that in a relative sense of only a year or so old.16 The earliest recorded evidence
for the mansion is implied in a letter written by Elizabeth 'Betsy' Motte, Rebecca's
daughter and wife of Major Thomas Pinckney. Betsy wrote Eliza Pinckney, Thomas’s
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Figure 2.2 Close-up of Cook’s 1773 Map depicting Fort Motte’s tactical location
adjacent to McCord’s Ferry.

mother, from Mount Joseph in July 1780.17 It is possible that Betsy and others were
staying at the farmhouse, but this is unlikely. Betsy was writing in response to a letter
Eliza sent the previous month. Thus the mansion house was most likely constructed prior
to June 1780.
The fact that the mansion was standing when the British began their conquest of
the Carolina backcountry after the fall of Charleston in May 1780, raises an intriguing
question. Why did the British fortify the adjacent Belleville plantation instead of Mount
Joseph? Rebecca Motte's plantation would appear to have been a more strategic location,
being on a prominent hill and closer to McCord's Ferry than Belleville (Figure 2.1).
Perhaps it was a political decision. Colonel William Thomson, commander of the Third
South Carolina Regiment owned Belleville, but had been captured in the fall of
Charleston. The British made it a practice of seizing the home of the most prominent
local rebel as a means of subduing the surrounding local population.18 The British first
occupied Belleville as a campground along the south Santee River road to McCord's
Ferry as early as June 1780.19
17

Harriet Horry Ravenel, Eliza Pinckney (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967, original 1896), p. 289.
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Another possibility is that Belleville was a little closer to Manigault’s Ferry,
another important river crossing south of McCord’s Ferry on the Santee, and perhaps its
central location, between McCord’s and Manigault’s, allowed the British to better control
both.20 Still another explanation is implied in correspondence between Betsy Motte and
Eliza Pinckney. Betsy wrote Eliza in July that "the fevers have attacked our children and
negroes early, Three of Aunt Dart's and Mary have for this ten days past been very sick
with fever, and we all expect to have it soon…..It will almost be impossible for our
family to escape as it [smallpox] is on every plantation within 15 miles around us."21
Perhaps, the reason the British did not fortify Mount Joseph that summer was because
everyone there was down with the fever. But this is not certain, since smallpox was not
as feared by the British as by the Americans.22
In any case, life only got more difficult for the Motte family in the fall. With the
British fortifying the plantation next door and smallpox raging at Mount Joseph, in
August, Betsy gave birth to a son. Meanwhile, her husband Major Thomas Pinckney was
serving in the American army as an aide to General Horatio Gates. On August 16th,
Gates suffered a resounding defeat at the Battle of Camden. Pinckney was wounded in
the leg and captured. Under normal circumstances, Betsy was very likely to have become
a widow. But Pinckney was spotted on the battlefield by an officer in the British army,
who was also an old school chum. The British officer saved Pinckney's life by requesting
Colonel Banastre Tarleton's surgeon to personally look after the Major.23 Pinckney was
carried to Camden to recover. In September 1780, Lord Charles Cornwallis, the
commander of the British forces in South Carolina, permitted Pinckney to move to Mount
Joseph to continue his convalescence while still under parole. Betsy was too weak to go
to Camden, so in her stead went Mrs. Robert Brewton, who arrived back at Mount Joseph
with Major Pinckney in mid-October.24 By December, Rebecca, her three daughters,
Betsy and Thomas's baby, Mrs. Brewton, and Thomas Pinckney were all at Mount
Joseph, with Thomas's wound not healing well, and Betsy and baby still suffering from
the effects of smallpox.25 In January Thomas and his wife and child removed to
Charleston; Lord Cornwallis not permitting him to go to Philadelphia where many other
captured American officers awaited exchange. Rebecca, Mrs. Brewton and two
unmarried daughters stayed at the mansion and witnessed the British arrival and
construction of Fort Motte.
20
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BELLEVILLE
By November 1780, Thomson's Belleville Plantation was no longer merely a
campsite. Sometime earlier in the fall the British had fortified the plantation house.26
Belleville continued to serve the British as a way station until at least the end of February
1781. On February 22, 1781, General Thomas Sumter, the “Gamecock,” surrounded
Belleville. The day before, he had attempted to take Fort Granby, located along the
Congaree River (in modern West Columbia, South Carolina). That attack failed when
British reinforcements from Camden appeared on the opposite riverbank, forcing Sumter
to break off the attack. The British expected Sumter to retreat north to safety; instead he
proceeded southeast and downstream to Belleville. There, Sumter, lacking artillery,
foolishly decided to attack the fortified plantation in a rush across an open field.
Although Sumter’s men managed to get to the fort and set fire to some of the
outbuildings that comprised part of the fort, they were forced back. Coincidently,
Colonel Thomson was at home at the time. He had been paroled to his home, only to
witness Sumter’s unsuccessful effort.27
Sumter withdrew from Belleville, leaving a few men behind to continue harassing
the fort while he and the rest of his force camped at Manigault’s Ferry. There he learned
of a supply convoy from Charleston moving up the Charleston to Camden road. About a
mile south of the ferry he attacked the convoy, killing thirteen soldiers, capturing 66, and
most importantly, obtaining 20 supply wagons.28 Then, shortly after the battle, Sumter
was forced to raise his siege of Belleville when he learned of the approach of another
British relief force. Again, he turned south, putting the captured supplies on barges and
floating them downstream toward Fort Watson, his next planned target. Unfortunately,
the man Sumter hired to guide the barges downstream was a Loyalist. Approaching Fort
Watson, the guide promptly steered the barges to the British where they overcame
Sumter’s guards and reclaimed their supplies. A frustrated Sumter made a brief attack on
a British foraging party near the fort on February 28 and then withdrew north.29
Early in 1781 the British, for some reason, decided to abandon Belleville in favor
of Rebecca Motte’s Mount Joseph Plantation mansion. Perhaps, as historian Hugh F.
Rankin suggests, the outpost "had been moved to take advantage of the better terrain at
Mount Pleasant [sic] Plantation."30 Or perhaps the residents of Mount Joseph were free
26
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of smallpox and it was now safe to move there. In any case, probably sometime around
late January 1781, the British began construction of Fort Motte.31 On April 7th, Sumter
wrote General Nathanael Greene, the commander of the American Continental Army,
that the “Post at Co’ Thompson’s is Broke up & the Troops Removed to the
Congarees,”32 indicating that Fort Motte was finished. From this point on, Fort Motte
was the British principal depot and outpost on the west side of the Congaree River. With
Fort Watson downstream along the Santee (constructed in late December 1780 and early
January 1781), a post at Nelson’s Ferry, Fort Granby at the Congarees, and the post at
Orangeburg, the British had a solid chain of outposts along the Santee-Congaree River
roads protecting the supply routes from Charleston to points north and west, either
Camden or Ninety-Six.
MARCH TO FORT MOTTE
By mid-March 1781, the strategic situation in the south was in flux, and fortunes
were about to change. In January, American General Daniel Morgan defeated British
Colonel Tarleton at Cowpens. Learning of the defeat, an angry Lord Cornwallis chased
the Continentals under General Nathanael Greene across North Carolina and into
Virginia. However, Greene soon returned to North Carolina and in early March was
camped just north of Guilford Courthouse at Buffalo Creek. Meanwhile, in South
Carolina, the thinly-spread British still held the major towns and villages-Charleston,
Orangeburg, Augusta, Ninety-Six, Camden, Georgetown--and had posts between
Charleston and Camden to get their supplies to the interior towns. Commanding the
British field forces was Colonel Francis Lord Rawdon, at Camden. 33 The coming spring
would be decisive for the British in South Carolina.
On March 15, Greene’s Continental army and Cornwallis’s British regulars met at
Guilford Court House. In a classic set-piece 18th century battle, Greene was defeated, but
not without inflicting severe casualties on the British. Of the 1,900 engaged, the British
lost 532 officers and men killed and wounded. Greene also lost heavily, 312 killed,
wounded, and missing, but he could afford it, while the British could not.34 Lord
Cornwallis was left holding the ground, but in a few days retreated to Cross Creek and
then to Wilmington, North Carolina. Greene pursued Cornwallis briefly, but then made
what may have been the most significant move in the Southern Campaign. Instead of
pressuring Cornwallis, Greene turned his back on the British at Wilmington and marched
31
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into South Carolina to threaten Rawdon at Camden. Before he moved, he detached Lt.
Colonel Henry Lee and his Partisan Legion to join Marion.35 Unbeknownst to Greene,
his decision was the beginning of the end for the British. Lord Cornwallis did not follow
Greene but instead marched north into Virginia where he would be surrounded at
Yorktown and forced to surrender his army in October.
Meanwhile, back in South Carolina, March began as a
good one for the British. Lord Rawdon managed to chase
Sumter out of the middle of the state and back to the
upcountry. So, Rawdon decided he could turn his full
attention to Francis Marion (Figure 2.3). He devised a twopronged attack into the low country specifically to get at
Marion; ordering Lieutenant Colonel John Watson to march
east from Fort Watson along the Santee, while Lieutenant
Colonel Welbore Doyle set out from Camden and marched
east and south to get behind the partisan. Marion’s attention
focused on Watson, and while retreating before Watson’s
advance, aggressively set ambushes and made stands at
tactical positions like river crossings. As Watson marched, he
was continually weakened by Marion’s badgering attacks,
Figure 2.3 Francis Marion
until it eventually became necessary to break off pursuit and to from Lossing
2004[1860]:149.
slip his battered force into British held Georgetown. But
Watson’s march was not a total failure. He had kept Marion busy while Doyle marched
down the west bank of the Pee Dee attacking and destroying Marion’s Snow’s Island
camp. Doyle remained briefly in the area, but was ordered back to Camden when Lord
Rawdon learned of Greene’s approach. Marion’s exhausted troops followed Doyle for a
short time and then returned to the area around Snow’s Island.36
According to historians William Gilmore Sims and Hugh F. Rankin, Marion went
into a depression immediately after the loss of his Snow’s Island depot. He had lost his
stores, he had failed to catch Doyle, and news soon came that Watson moving toward
him again. He thought he was fighting alone in the lowcountry.37 But his mood quickly
changed on April 14 when Lt. Colonel Henry Lee arrived with his legion and orders for
Lee and Marion to combine forces and attack British outposts between Camden and
Charleston. To begin this ‘war of posts,’ Greene suggested they first attempt to capture
Fort Watson.38
Marion and Lee marched for Fort Watson and invested it on April 15. Fort
Watson was a small stockade on top of a 23 foot high Indian mound located near the
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Santee River at Scott’s Lake, an old oxbow of the Santee River.39 Three rows of abatis
protected the fort from direct assault. Around the mound camped the British garrison
with some of the remaining supplies that Sumter had gained and lost in February, and a
hospital. When the Americans arrived, there was a brief skirmish and then the Americans
and British set down for what looked like a long siege. The fort was surrounded and cut
off from Scott’s Lake, but three days into the siege the British dug a well and found
water.
Although Marion wrote Greene that they had no entrenching tools (and no
artillery on either side), British garrison commander Lieutenant James McKay recorded
in his journal that the enemy “broke ground within one hundred yards of our Works.”40
Trenches or not, Marion and Lee were at a loss as to how to capture the fort until Major
Hezekiah Maham offered the solution of constructing a log and earthen tower from which
the Americans could fire into the fort. It took several days to gather materials, but on the
21st the medieval-like siege tower was rolled to the fort and occupied by American
riflemen who began to fire down into Fort Watson. The British countered by digging
ditches and raising a traverse inside the fort to protect them from the American fire. The
following day, the Americans finished their entrenchments. Two men rushed the fort,
climbed the mound and tore down the abatis while the men in the tower covered them.
Lieutenant MacKay reluctantly hoisted the white flag of surrender. One hundred and
fourteen British officers and enlisted were captured, along with greatly needed
ammunition and supplies.41
The capture of Fort Watson on April 23rd was important for a number of tactical
reasons that contributed to the successful capture of Fort Motte a month later. First, it
provided critical supplies and ammunition. Second, it depleted the British forces along
the Santee. Third, Marion and Lee learned to work together, and perhaps more
importantly, Marion’s militia and Lee’s regulars learned to work together. Fourth, it
probably contributed to Greene loaning one of his precious six-pounders to Marion and
Lee, that would be essential in the taking of Fort Motte.
After the fall of Fort Watson, Marion took Lee’s cavalry and moved up to the
High Hills of the Santee to be closer to Greene’s army. On April 25, Greene and Rawdon
clashed at Hobkirk’s Hill. Again the British won, but again, it was a victory bought at a
high price. General Greene had wanted Marion to join him prior to the battle, but after
discussion with a Captain Conyers, Greene decided that Marion and Lee should move
against the British posts across the Santee, including Fort Motte.42 Greene also sent
along a requested six-pounder artillery piece and a few North Carolina Continental
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soldiers as escort under the command of
Major Pinketham Eaton.43 As Marion and Lee
moved to cross the river to attack the posts
there (and also to attempt to intercept British
Colonel Watson), Greene momentarily
panicked. Greene wrote both officers on May
4, that he thought Cornwallis was coming
from Wilmington. He ordered Lee to join him
with the artillery piece and asked Marion how
many of his men he thought would join the
Continentals if needed.44 But while Greene
attempted to gather more information on
Cornwallis’s movements, Lee and Marion
crossed the Santee and marched for Fort
Motte. In fact, Greene’s recall letter to Lee
reached Lee only “a few moments” after their
arrival before the fort.45 News quickly
reached Lee and Marion that all was well and
the siege began.
THE SIEGE OF FORT MOTTE
Arriving at Fort Motte around ten
o'clock on the morning of May 6, Marion and
Lee could not have felt overly confident of
their chances against it.46 To their credit, they
had, for once, plenty of ammunition, captured
at Fort Watson. They also had, for once, an
Figure 2.4 American drawing of Fort Motte
artillery piece under the command of
Continental artillery officer Captain Ebenezer (modified from Conrad et al. 1995:252).
Finley. But the fort was formidable. Marion wrote to General Greene that it was
"Obstinate, and strong."47 In the center, at the highest point on 245 foot high Buckhead
Hill stood Rebecca's Mount Joseph plantation house. From the engineering drawing
made shortly after the fort’s capture (Figure 2.4), the house appears to be a three story Ihouse--a substantial edifice on its own. But the house was closely enclosed by an
imposing wood and earthen fortification beginning a few feet from the house.48 The wall
began with an interior three step banquette to a log palisade that rose some nine feet from
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the ground, protecting the first and second floors of the house. Lying against the palisade
was an earthen rampart 10 to 11 feet wide, and in front of that a seven and one half foot
wide, six foot deep ditch. Beyond the ditch, some 20 to 30 feet away, was a row of
abatis; cut trees piled to break-up any rush of infantry against the fort. On two opposite
corners of the fort were blockhouses with firing slits. Altogether, the fort was 120 feet
square, not counting the surrounding abatis (Figure 2.4).49 The fort was so small that the
British had to dig their well outside the fort.50
Defending the fort was a detachment of 184 British regulars, Hessians, and
Provincials.51 The British consisted of 80 officers and men of the 84th Regiment of Foot
(69 privates), under the command of Captain Neil Campbell. The Hessians included 59
officers and men (51 privates) of either the Ditfurth or Benning Hessians, commanded by
either Lieutenant Henry Lorey (if Ditfurth) or Lieutenant John Hildebrand (if Benning).
There were at least 45 Provincials under the command of Loyalist Levi Smith, who had
not officially been commissioned. Included in the total mix of defenders were an
unknown number of dragoons were guarding supplies on their way to Camden and had
arrived shortly before Marion and Lee.52 The post commander was Captain Lieutenant
Donald McPherson.53 There was one other Lieutenant, either Lieutenant Robert Amiel of
the 17th Foot or Second Lieutenant Walter Partridge of the 23rd Foot.54 The fort was
without usable artillery. A carronade (a short barreled, large-bore, gun) was captured by
the Americans when the fort fell, but it had not been mounted and was not used.55
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Marion and Lee were not
much stronger than the British.
Much to Marion’s frustration, he
only had 150 men behind him.56
Lee’s legion consisted of 100
dragoons and 148 infantry.57 But the
Americans also had the artillery
piece, and that made considerable
difference.
Marion and Lee immediately
surrounded the fort. From the
archaeological investigations (see
Chapter 3), it is clear that they
Figure 2.5 Artillery battery from Lossing
established positions at various
(2004[1860]:148).
places around the fort about 200 to
300 yards away, with riflemen firing
at the fort to keep the British heads down and off the fort wall. According to most
sources, Marion camped southeast of the fort, on the same hillside, but an eye-witness
states that Marion camped at Belleville. 58 Probably, Marion, with only 150 men, had
most of his men detached to surround the fort, while he and a small guard may have
headquartered at Belleville. Lee, meanwhile, established his Continental camp on the
adjacent hill around the Motte farmhouse to the northwest and across a deep ravine.59
Gathering up Motte's slaves and the neighbors including those of William Bull,60 and
probably those at Belleville, they were put to work digging a sap, or siege approach, from
the ravine to the fort, perhaps zig-zagging toward the fort. Exactly where this approach
began is not known, but Lee states that it was within “400 yards of the fort.”61 To the
east of the fort, they also raised a mound of earth and Captain Finley placed his sixpounder on it (Figure 2.5). The plans for taking the fort were simple; first, dig the sap as
close as possible to the abatis protecting the fort. Second, Lee’s infantry would fix
bayonets and rush the fort from the sap, while the artillery would rake the fort’s north
wall to keep the defenders under cover as the attack progressed.62 While the sap was
being dug, Marion’s riflemen would keep the British off the walls so that they could not
shoot the excavators.
The siege continued for four days with Marion’s riflemen firing at the fort and
Lee’s Continentals and slaves digging toward the fort. But on May 10 the situation
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changed. Lee’s sap had reached close enough that he thought it was time to offer
McPherson a chance to surrender. A messenger under a flag was sent to the fort with the
request. McPherson declined. Sometime that same day Marion received intelligence that
Lord Rawdon might have abandoned Camden. At first he thought it was just a large
foraging party.63 However, Rawdon’s withdrawal was confirmed and somehow the
information was learned by the fort’s defenders. The following night, Rawdon’s
campfires were seen in the distance and both the besieged and besiegers believed that
Rawdon was coming to the fort’s relief.64 While hope was revived inside the fort,
Marion and Lee realized they had to act quickly. It was critical that the fort be taken the
next day, before Rawdon could come to the rescue. With the sap up to the abatis, and the
British crammed tightly inside the fort, it was determined that if they could set fire to the
house, the British must surrender or be burned alive.
FIRE ARROWS
One of the most popular legends of South Carolina’s Revolutionary War past is
the story of how the Americans set fire to the Motte house. Henry Lee’s memoirs, not
known for being especially reliable, provide the basic outline to the story that has been
enhanced ever-since. Back when the Americans had arrived on May 6, the British had
asked Mrs. Motte and her family to leave the fort. Mrs. Motte moved to her “farmhouse”
on the opposite hill north of the mansion. As mentioned, Lee’s men camped around the
house and Rebecca insisted that Lee make his headquarters at her farmhouse. He and all
his officers had enjoyed her hospitality, food, and of course, her sideboard containing
“the best wines of Europe throughout the siege.”65 Once Marion and Lee decided that the
house must burn, it was left to Lee to inform Mrs. Motte (Figure 2.6, 2.7). On May 12,
six days into the siege, Lee told Rebecca that her mansion must be burned:
With a smile of complacency this exemplary lady listened to the
embarrassed officer, and gave instant relief to his agitated feelings,
by declaring, that she was gratified with the opportunity of
contributing to the good of her country, and that she should view
the approaching scene with delight. Shortly after, seeing
accidentally the bow and arrows which had been prepared, she sent
for the lieutenant-colonel, and presenting him with a bow and its
apparatus imported from India, she requested his substitution of
these, as probably better adapted for the object than those we had
provided.66
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There is little doubt that the Americans set her mansion on fire; primary sources
agree on that point.67 However, the sources are inconsistent as to exactly how that
happened. Lee and most other sources indicate that arrows were used with some sort of
combustible materials wrapped around the arrow tip. Lee relates that “The first arrow
struck, and communicated its fire; a second was
shot at another quarter of the roof, and a third at
a third quarter; this last also took effect; and like
the first, soon kindled a blaze.”68 But William
Dobein James, another eyewitness, remembers
it differently. He remembers that “This deed of
Mrs. Motte has been deservedly celebrated. Her
intention to sacrifice her valuable property was
patriotic; but the house was not burnt, as is
stated by historians, nor was it fired by an arrow
from an African bow, as sung by the poet.--Nathan Savage, a private in Marion’s brigade,
made up a ball of rosin and brimstone, to which
he set fire, slung it on the roof of the house.”69
While no one will ever know for sure, James’
sling would seem to be a much harder task than
shooting arrows. In order to achieve an accurate
throw, Savage probably would have had to
climb out of the sap, exposing himself to British
fire. Furthermore, the brimstone would have
Figure 2.6 Marion (Lee?) and Mrs. Motte
had to be slung at least 60 feet horizontally and (courtesy S.C. Historical Society).
20 feet vertically to get onto the lowest point of
the roof.70 One would assume that this is possible however, it would have been a great
feat, where a simpler and safer method was to shoot arrows from the sap. It would seem
more likely that the house roof was torched using fire arrows. Lord Rawdon, who was
not an eyewitness, but was most assuredly debriefed by eyewitness Lieutenant
McPherson only a few days later, states that the house was ignited using fire arrows.71
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But even the use of fire arrows brings to mind a number of questions. It seems
extremely fortuitous that Mrs. Motte would have had a bow and arrow at her farmhouse
ready for use. If the bow and arrow were family heirlooms of Mrs. Motte, why were they
not at the mansion? And if they were, did Mrs. Motte pick them up as she was leaving
the house when the British threw her out? Amazingly, Mrs. Motte’s grandson, C.C.
Pinckney, claims that that was in fact what happened—“These arrows had been brought
from the East Indies by a sea captain, and presented to his employer, Miles Brewton, a
wealthy merchant of Charleston, and brother of Mrs. Motte. . . .the arrows fell into the his
sister’s possession, and were fortunately carried by the ladies, when dismissed from the
fort, to their more humble abode.”72 Giving Pinckney the benefit of the doubt, he adds
another detail that makes good sense—“The arrows were discharged from a rifle; the two
first did not ignite; the third set the roof on fire.“73 More likely, a smooth bore musket
was used to launch the arrows like a mortar.74 Several sources note that a gun was used
instead of a bow; most likely these were in reference to Pinckney’s letter.75 In the final
analysis, the best scenario is that the house was set afire by arrows fired from a musket,
perhaps by Nathan Savage. For the record, there is yet another legend that Mrs. Motte
ordered her slave Cuffe to shoot the arrows rather than Nathan Savage.76
SURRENDER
Once it was determined that the house must be set afire, Lee deployed his
Continentals in the sap and at the artillery mound in preparation for a final charge. Then,
Dr. Mathew Irvine, a courier in Lee’s legion, was sent to the fort to ask one final time for
its surrender. McPherson “received the flag with his usual politeness, and heard patiently
Irvine’s explanation; but he remained immovable; repeating his determination of holding
out to the last.”77 The ‘last’ came quickly. By that time it was noon, and however the
house caught fire, it did not take long for the dry roof shingles to ignite. McPherson
ordered his men up to the roof, but a few rounds of canister from the American artillery
piece drove them back down. With the roof burning and the fire endangering the 180plus men packed inside the tiny fort, McPherson hung out the white flag. The Americans
accepted the surrender and the fire was put out.
It was a surprisingly bloodless affair, but costly for Marion. He lost one of his
bravest men, Lieutenant Allen McDonald, who had been with Marion at least since the
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Figure 2.7 John Blake White's depiction of the meeting of Marion, Lee, and Mrs. Motte
(Library of Congress).

attack on Savannah in 1779. He had once chased and wounded Loyalist Major Micajah
Ganey near Georgetown in October of 1780.78 Marion also lost another officer,
Lieutenant Cruger. The British lost no one during the siege, but afterward, at least three
were killed.
The British regulars surrendered to Lee’s Continentals while the Loyalists
surrendered to Marion’s militia. Apparently some friction had developed between
Marion and Lee during the siege and more was to come. All the officers—British and
American—retired to Mrs. Motte’s house for a “sumptuous dinner,” and the next day the
British were sent on their way to Lord Rawdon at Nelson’s Ferry.79 But while the
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officers were paroled, and the British regulars were exchanged for American prisoners
soon afterward, a different fate awaited the Loyalist Provincial units. Levi Smith, the
commander of the Loyalist troops, left a detailed description of what happened to him
and his comrades. Smith, a close neighbor of the Motte’s, admits to being a spy for the
British-- Lord Rawdon, “applied to me to provide him intelligence of the movements of
Sumter, and other rebel partisans on the western frontier.”80 When Smith’s store on the
north side of the Congaree was robbed, he moved to a house within 200 yards of Mrs.
Motte’s mansion. When the fort was built, Lieutenant McPherson appointed him
commander of the Loyalists at the fort. Unfortunately for him, on the morning the
Americans arrived he was caught by Lee’s mounted troops as he was walking down to
his house for breakfast. According to Smith, he was stripped of all but his shirt, and
made to march to Colonel Thomson’s plantation, where Marion had his headquarters.
There, Mrs. Thomson gave him some clothes. The next day a soldier in Marion’s
command by the name of William Cooper proposed to Marion that Smith be exchanged
for Cooper’s brother, Samuel Cooper. Brother Sam had been captured by the British
when they raided Marion’s Snow’s Island supply depot on the Pee Dee in March 1781.
Marion agreed and sent a woman to Lord Rawdon to propose the exchange. Unknown at
the time to Marion, Cooper, and Smith, when she arrived at Nelson’s Ferry, Rawdon
thought she was a spy and held her there.
Over the next few days as the siege progressed, the prisoner Smith was treated
quite well. William Cooper was Smith’s guard and they would go fishing on the
Congaree River by day. At night Smith was allowed to eat at his own home. But the
mood changed when the fort was taken. The Loyalists, including Smith, were thrown
into Colonel Thomson’s barn at the base of Buckhead Hill. On the evening the siege
ended, one of Lee’s cadet’s, Francis ‘little Lee,” came and asked for Lieutenant Fulker of
the Loyalists. Fulker had been identified and accused of throwing a “Mrs. Tate” out of
her house, causing her to catch cold and die. Fulker pleaded for his life but was taken up
to the fort and hanged on Mrs. Motte’s gatepost. Next, Lee’s Continentals came for John
Jackson, who was accused of killing one of Sumter’s men. Jackson met the same end.
The next day, Hugh Maskelly was rousted out of the barn, accused of guiding the British
to Marion’s Snow’s Island camp. He too was hanged. Then they came for Levi Smith.
Smith was shocked, all the time thinking he was to be soon exchanged for Samuel
Cooper. He was accused of being a Justice of the Peace under the British and an enemy
of the state. As they dragged him out he pleaded for someone to tell his wife and child
what was happening. Again, they stripped him of his clothes, except a pair of trousers.
As his wife and child watched from a distance, he was about to be hung when Marion
appeared on horseback with his sword drawn:
He asked in a passion, what they were doing here? The
soldiers answered, We are hanging them people, Sir! He then
asked them, who ordered them to hang any person? They replied
Col. Lee. “I will let you know, damn you,” replied Marion, “that I
command here, and not Col. Lee. Do you know, that if you hang
80
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this man, Lord Rawdon will hang a good man in his place; that he
will hang Sam. Cooper, who is to be exchanged for him?”81
Although saved by Marion, Smith’s problems were not over, but he eventually
made his escape to Charleston.82 His account rings true with vivid details of his
terrifying experience. Henry Lee, on the other hand, records a different version of
Smith’s character:
Among the latter [captured Loyalists] was a Mr. Smith,
who had been charged with burning the houses of his neighbors
friendly to their country. This man consequently became very
obnoxious, and his punishment was loudly demanded by many of
the militia serving under the brigadier; but the humanity of Marion
could not be overcome. Smith was secured from his surrounding
enemies, ready to devote [?] him, and taken under the general’s
protection.83
RAWDON’S RETREAT
While Smith, his Loyalists, and the British and Hessians were surrendering to the
Americans, certainly they must have wondered; where was Lord Rawdon? In fact,
Rawdon and his command, whose campfires gave hope to the British, were not marching
directly toward Fort Motte. Instead, Lord Rawdon was retreating to the British outpost at
Nelson’s Ferry, having abandoned Camden on May 10. From Lord Rawdon’s
perspective, the British campaign in South Carolina had reached a crisis. Although he
had won the recent battle of Hobkirk’s Hill, and he had been joined by Colonel Watson
on May 7th, he was in a strategic bind. Watson informed Rawdon of the loss of Fort
Watson and that Marion and Lee had crossed the Santee and were now operating between
Camden and Charleston. With Greene in front of him, Marion and Lee behind, and Lord
Cornwallis marching to Virginia, Rawdon was isolated at Camden. Rawdon had wanted
to rescue Fort Motte, when he first heard of the siege, but he was forced to deal first with
Greene’s army. He tried, marching out of town toward Greene’s army, but found them
too well dug-in to attack. Returning to Camden, Rawdon, decided he had no choice but
to abandon the village, make for Nelson’s Ferry and then attempt to relieve Fort Motte.
Marching directly to Fort Motte was out of the question. To get to Marion and Lee he
had to first go to Nelson’s Ferry where there was a British outpost to protect his
crossing.84
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Rawdon’s abandonment of Camden was proof that the British hold on South
Carolina was near its end. Ironically, after the battle of Hobkirk’s Hill, General Greene
thinking the American cause was lost, was nearly despondent, and considered leaving the
state, quitting the Continentals in South Carolina to take over the American forces in
Virginia.85 A month later, Rawdon lost the colony.
Rawdon arrived at Nelson’s Ferry on May 13, and on crossing the 14th he learned
that Fort Motte, had been lost. “The Stroke was heavy upon me, as all the Provisions had
been forwarded from Neilson’s [sic] to that Post, for the Supply of Camden.”86 The
British post at Orangeburg had been taken on May 11 by Sumter, and Rawdon would
later learn that on the May 15 Fort Granby had fallen to Lee. Still, Rawdon was
determined to go after Marion and Lee and started up the road for Fort Motte. Then his
spies reported that Greene had crossed at McCords Ferry and was making for
Orangeburg. This caused him to turn back toward Eutaw Springs. Eventually he moved
farther down stream to camp at Monck’s Corner and to ponder his next move. Rawdon’s
spies were technically correct; Greene had crossed at McCords Ferry. But it was only he
and an escort on their way to talk to Marion and Lee. As for the force marching to
Orangeburg, the spies had confused Greene with Sumter’s small force that attacked and
took the British post at Orangeburg.87
While at Nelson’s Ferry on the 14th, Lieutenant McPherson and the other officers
from Fort Motte arrived, bringing with them the dispatches that had been captured by the
Americans when they took Fort Motte. In a war mixed with both terror and honor, the
Americans had gentlemanly returned his mail, and Lord Rawdon likewise took time to
insert a note in a letter to Colonel Lee about the exchange of prisoners, that he “beg leave
to return you many thanks for your politeness in transmitting to me the letters which fell
into your possession at Motte’s house.”88
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MARION’S PIQUE
An argument can be made that the American success in the southern campaign of
the American Revolution owes much to the leadership of General Nathanael Greene.
Part of that leadership was his ability to work with and around a number of sensitive
egos. Marion was one and it was a resentful, angry, and frustrated ego that commanded
the militia at Fort Motte. While Greene, Lee, and Marion were cooperating in their
efforts against the British, an underlying wound festered.
Marion probably always wanted a Continental Army command rather than a
motley band of militia. He had lost his 2nd South Carolina Regiment in May 1780 when
the British took Charleston. Marion had been at home on medical leave at the time and
so he and a few followers rode north to Hillsborough, North Carolina to join General
Baron de Kalb. When General Horatio Gates took charge of the reconstituted Southern
Continental army, Marion marched with him to Rugeley’s Mill. He was fortunately
detached to the Williamsburg Militia just before the disastrous battle of Camden, August
16, 1780. There Marion began his career as a partisan. But the militia constantly
frustrated Marion, going home after a few days campaigning or when the British threat
lessened in their immediate region. The militia was consistently unreliable, deserting
Marion at inopportune moments. After Marion and Lee captured Fort Watson, many of
his men had once again drifted away. Marion’s force was reduced to 150 men when he
arrived at Fort Motte, and actually, that was a fairly large number in comparison to his
usual command the previous fall.
As Marion’s patience was running out, Greene inadvertently insulted him.
Greene had long wanted to raise a larger cavalry unit, recognizing the importance of a
mounted troop to gather intelligence and as a defensive screen for his army. Horses were
in high demand by everyone, Americans and British. Marion’s militia men were all
mounted and that fact alone accounted for much of their success as partisans, being able
to move swiftly to an ambush site and just as quickly retreat if pressed by a superior
force. Greene had first raised the ‘horse’ question in a letter back in January 1781, when
he asked Marion to round up horses in the Pee Dee region around Marion’s camp at
Snow’s Island. Marion replied at that time that he had only “twenty small horse very
poor & ordinary,” which was quite possibly a lie.89 The need for horses was a continuing
problem for Greene and he again reminded Marion to gather horses when he ordered him
across the Santee at the end of April.90 On the same day, May 2nd, both Lee and Sumter
replied to Greene’s request for horses, that Marion could supply Greene; Lee noting that
Marion could supply “150 dragoon horses,” and Sumter adding “Gen Marion is also in
the Way of Getting Good Horses.”91 Greene, perhaps taking Sumter’s bait, for Sumter
and Marion had little regard for each other, again addressed Marion on the horse
question--and that was the last straw. On the opening day of the siege, Marion angrily
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shot back at Greene:
I acknowledge that you have repeatedly mention the
want of Dragoon horses & wish it had been in my power to
furnh them but it is not nor never had been. The few horses
which has been taken from [Torrey’s?] has been kept for
the service & never for private property, but if you think it
best for the service to Dismount the Malitia now with me I
will Direct Col Lee & Cap Conyers to do so, but am sertain
we shall never git their service in future. This would not
give me any uneasiness as I have somtime Determin to
relinquish my command in the malitia as soon as you
arrived in it & I wish to do it as soon as this post is Either
taken or abandoned.
I Shall assist in reducing the post here & when Col. Lee
returns to you I Take that oppertunity in waiting on you when I
hope to get permission to go to Philadelphia.92
Marion was most assuredly correct that taking the militia’s horses would cause
resentment that would have further depleted his ranks, and Greene wisely got the point.
Greene responded with a masterful letter to assuage Marion’s ego. He wrote first with
words of friendship: “I shall be always happy to see you at head Quarters; but cannot
think you can seriously mean to solicit leave to go to Philadelphia.” Then an appreciation
of what Marion had done to this point, followed by an appeal to Marion’s sense of duty:
“It true your task has been disagreeable; but not more so than others. . . . .Your State has
been invaded, your all is at stake. What has been done will signify nothing unless we
persevere to the end.” Next, Greene backs off his request for horses, recognizing the
need for a mounted militia: “It is not my wish to take the horses from the Militia if it will
injure the public service, the effects and consequences you can better judge of than I
can.” Finally he ends with a compliment: “You have rendered important services to the
public with the Militia under your command; and done great honor to yourself and I
would not wish to render your situation less agreeable with them unless it is to answer
some very great purpose and this I perswade my self you would agree to from a desire to
promote the common good.”93
Greene’s charming response did not sooth Marion. Replying to Greene on May
11, Marion spells out what had been frustrating him for months:
I assure you I am very serious in my intention of
relinquishing my Malitia Command; not that I wish to
Shrink from fatigue or trouble, or for any private Interest
but because I found Little is to be done with such men as I
have, who Leave me very Often at the very point of
Executing a plan & their Late infamous behavior in Quiting
92
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me at a time which required their service must confirm me
in my former Intentions. If I cannot act in the malitia I
cannot see any service I can be, to remain in the state & I
hope by going to the Northward to fall in some employ
where I may have an Opertunity of serving the United
States, in some way that I cannot be in this Country.”94

But perhaps it was all just the venting of some long pent-up steam. Having
relieved his frustration, Marion closes with a note saying that he has sent Greene a horse
for his personal use and will try to get more.
MOUNT JOSEPH PLANTATION AFTER THE SIEGE
On the evening the fort surrendered, General Greene arrived with a small escort.
It was the first time Marion and Greene had met face to face and probably the recent
exchange about horses came up in their conversations, but with all the good news,
perhaps they both decided to let things settle on their own. In any case, Greene spent the
next two days at McCords Ferry writing President of the Continental Congress Samuel
Huntington of the events of the last few weeks; specifically mentioning Sumter’s capture
of Orangeburg and Marion and Lee’s capture of Fort Motte, in which was found 140
stand of arms, a quantity of salt, provisions, and other stores.95 Although Greene spent
the 13th and 14th at McCords Ferry, he ordered Lee north to capture Fort Granby on the
13th. Marion was ordered to cross the Santee and attempt to take Georgetown. Both
accomplished their missions, Fort Granby fell on May 15, and Georgetown on May 28.
The capture of Fort Motte brought kudos and recognition to Marion and Lee from
the north. George Washington issued general orders on June 15, announcing the
abandonment of Camden and the capture of Orangeburg and: “the Garrison of Fort
Motte consisting of one Captain three Lieutenants three Ensigns, one Serjeant Major, one
serjeant eight Corporals, two Drummers and fifers and one hundred and sixty-five
privates surrendered prisoners of War to Brigadier General Marion who had carried his
approaches to the foot of the Abbatis.”96 But the British too, championed their defenders.
Lord Rawdon commended Lieutenant McPherson in a letter published in the June 6, 1781
issue of the Royal Gazette:
Rawdon to McPherson, May 14, 1781: Sir, I have just been
informed of the misfortune which was befallen you. I lose
no time in assuring you that it by no mean diminishes, in
my eyes, the merit of your gallant defense.97
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At the end of the month, the British commandant in Charleston issued garrison orders,
thanking McPherson and Captain Neil Campbell of the 84th for their “conduct and
firmness on the occasion.”98
The fort itself was destroyed, the ditch filled in and the palisade torn down.
Twenty slaves from Governor William Bull’s plantation were employed in leveling the
works.99 Although Benjamin Lossing, who visited the site in the late 1840s, says
Rebecca’s mansion was “desolated” by the fire and she built another house after the war,
according to Major James, the house was not severely damaged when it caught fire. 100
Apparently it was in good enough condition to live in because Rebecca was still there in
November 1781. An order from Captain Nathaniel Pendleton to Lieutenant James
Simmons was issued on November 9th, 1781, to take six dragoons and escort Rebecca
from her Congaree home to her plantation on the Santee. At the time, “sculking parties”
were prevalent along the Carolina roads and she needed protection.101 She eventually
sold the property after the war and built a plantation down along the Santee with her sonin-law Thomas Pinckney. Pinckney lost his first wife Betsy Motte and remarried Betsy’s
sister Frances in 1797.
Being a strategic point along the road between Camden and Charleston, the war
continued to pass through the Fort Motte--Belleville area until the end. The most
important examples of troop movements in the area were the British and Americans
maneuvers leading up to the Battle of Eutaw Springs. Through much of August, 1781,
1,500 British camped at Thomson’s plantation, leaving around September 1st and making
for Monck’s Corner.102 If the British had stayed, Belleville might have been the scene of
a major battle, for Nathanael Greene was marching to meet Stuart at Thomson’s at that
time. Greene crossed the river at Howell’s Ferry and camped at Motte’s. From there
they moved toward Eutaw Springs, where eventually they met the British in the last
major Revolutionary War engagement in South Carolina.103
SUMMARY
Sometime in January of 1781, British forces occupied Mrs. Rebecca Motte’s
Plantation home and constructed a substantial fortification around it. From that time until
May of 1781, Fort Motte served as an outpost and way station between Charleston and
Camden, South Carolina, signifying the British control of South Carolina. That May,
American Brigadier General Francis Marion and Colonel Henry Lee combined forces to
surround and capture the fort. Fort Motte’s surrender isolated British forces in Camden
and signaled the imminent collapse of British control.
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CHAPTER 3: ARCHAEOLOGY AT THE FORT MOTTE
BATTLEFIELD
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 listed the archaeological components (or defining features) that we
hoped to discover and record during the project, and the general methods used to discover
them. This chapter begins by discussing the rationale for the various field efforts
undertaken, specific methods employed, and the extent of coverage. It then presents the
results of our efforts by archaeological component combining information from both
history and archaeology.
FORT MOTTE AND MRS. MOTTE’S HOUSE
We can say now the DAR rediscovered Fort Motte, for in 1909 their monument
was placed almost precisely in the middle of the fort, as revealed to us by a crop mark,
even though the present landowner adjusted the monument slightly (Figure 1.2, 1.4). The
DAR’s accurate placement implies that the location had been previously marked by a
different indicator, or that some landscape remnant of the fort was visible at that time. Or
perhaps it was located for the DAR by a descendent of an eyewitness. In any case, our
research effort began by a random surface collection around the monument during several
visits in the Spring of 2004. During a visit we also conducted a ground penetrating radar
exercise.
At the beginning of the formal effort in October 2004, a site grid was imposed
across the site so as to intersect the visible crop mark (in blue, Figure 3.1, 3.2) that was
suspected, and later confirmed to be, the fort ditch. This grid tied all formal
archaeological work around the fort to a common reference point, including the second
ground penetrating radar effort, the plow zone trenching, and unit excavations. The
N500/E500 datum was marked by a permanent steel rebar linked to several points of
reference including the highest point of the DAR marker (N500/E500, 260 degrees
magnetic from DAR highest point), and two large oak trees. A GPS instrument was also
used to mark the rebar with over 3,000 readings taken. The North-South grid line was set
at magnetic north, which worked well to intersect the ditch (Figure 3.2). Systematic
metal detector survey and ground penetrating radar were conducted at the same time.
Upon completion of the metal detector survey and ground penetrating radar, trench
excavations were conducted. A two by two excavation unit was excavated at the location
of a concentration of exposed brick and a profile cut across the ditch near its southwest
corner. The following discussion provides additional data concerning the survey and
excavation efforts around Fort Motte.

Fort Motte

Figure 3.1 Fort Motte Areas 3, 5, and 6 depicting excavation units and ammunition recovered by
systematic metal detector survey.
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Figure 3.2 Excavation trenches at Fort Motte. Note the blue fort ditch depicted in this and all other
figures is an extrapolation based on the visible crop mark in combination with exposed ditch features
mapped during trench excavations.
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Surface Collection
The site of Fort Motte and much of the surrounding terrain of interest is in
regularly cultivated fields, often presenting excellent surface visibility. During several
visits to the site between 2001and 2004, SCIAA personnel made general collections of
surface material in the immediate vicinity of the DAR monument. These collections have
been combined as Provenience 01 (Table 3.1). In addition, the landowner and his family
have collected surface material from Fort Motte over a period of many years, and they
loaned us their collection for analysis (Provenience 14). These collections provided
good, general impressions of the nature and temporal range of the domestic occupation,
as well as its horizontal extent, and made shovel testing to define Fort Motte’s boundary
unnecessary.
At the beginning of the project, surface visibility at Fort Motte was near 80%, and
gradually dropped off to perhaps 20% by the time major field work concluded. This
presented an opportunity to make a very large surface collection, either general or pieceplotted, but neither was undertaken, for two reasons. First, the location of the large
domestic site that presumably marked Fort Motte was already obvious; second, material
exposed on the surface was overwhelmingly 19th century in date, and was not germane to
project goals. Instead, we opted to collect only those rare artifacts that might reasonably
be assigned to the 1780’s. These were individually numbered and flagged, and transit
mapped in the same fashion as metal detector survey artifacts (Provenience 02).

Table 3.1: Fort Motte Archaeological Proveniences
01 General surface collections, immediate vicinity of Fort Motte, SCIAA
2001-2004.
02 Mapped surface artifacts, immediate vicinity of Fort Motte.
03 Mapped metal detector artifacts, Collection Area 3, including Fort
Motte.
04 Mapped metal detector artifacts from Collection Area 4, in the woods
northeast of Fort Motte.
05 Mapped metal detector artifacts from Collection Area 5, in the lower
field west of Collection Area 6.
06 Mapped metal detector artifacts from Collection Area 6, west of
Collection Area 3.
07 Artifacts from the excavated 1m section of the southern ditch of Fort
Motte.
08 Artifacts from the plow zone overlying the brick chimney base just
north of the Fort Motte monument (2x2m unit).
09 Artifacts from the surface of the northern ditch of Fort Motte, exposed
in the northern test trench.
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10 Mapped metal detector artifacts from Collection Area 10, an 18th/early
19th century domestic site located in the woods south of Fort
Motte.
11 Mapped metal detector artifacts from Collection Area 11, in the woods
southeast of Fort Motte.
12 Mapped metal detector and surface artifacts from Collection Area 12,
an 18th century domestic site located on the east end of the hill
north-northeast of Fort Motte.
13 Artifacts collected from the southern Fort Motte ditch test trenches.
14 Landowner family surface collection, immediate vicinity of Fort
Motte.
15 Mapped metal detector artifacts from metal detector Reconnaissance
Area 15, west of Collection Area 12.
16 Reserved for any artifacts recovered in Collection Area 16, the site of the
American battery (no artifacts recovered to date).
Ground Penetrating Radar Survey (GPR)
Two separate
GPR test efforts were
conducted at the fort site
(Figure 3.3). The first
was conducted several
months prior to the
formal field effort. Using
the enclosure around the
Daughters of the
American Revolution
(DAR) monument as the
start point, the GPR lanes
radiated out from the
monument for 65 meters
north, east, south and
west. The actual
placement of the lines
was done in an effort to
Figure 3.3 GPR transect survey at Fort Motte.
incorporate visible
surface features. The
north lane was run twice with a slight variation in end position to determine the size of a
ground disturbance that was suspected to be a fort feature. Unfortunately, the suspected
feature did not appear as an anomaly on the GPR computer screen.
A second test was performed during the formal field effort and used the
established site grid as a guide for the GPR survey lanes. The work concentrated on the
area to the west and south of the DAR monument (Figure 3.3, 3.4). Eighteen GPR lanes
a meter wide and 30 meters in length were walked and all anomalies were recorded. The
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Figure 3.4 GPR lanes and transect survey at Fort Motte.
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GPR equipment records an overlap at the edges of the lanes at depth, thus providing total
coverage for the entire 300 m2 test area.
The equipment worked well and the soils were sufficiently drained to provide
good contrast. After the field effort, survey lanes were printed out in color and
assembled in sequential order for analysis. Multiple anomalies were identified within the
test area. While some of these anomalies obviously corresponded with the fort’s ditch
and palisade, extreme ground disturbance resulting from the Motte house, the post-war
antebellum Love house (or Motte house modifications) and post occupation agricultural
activities made them less useful than the trenching that actually delineated the salient
Revolutionary War features. It is possible in the future to segregate the anomaly data
and remove those anomalies that are deemed post period. However, since the fort was
discovered using other means and was investigated directly by hand excavation, the effort
did not seem useful for project goals. The manufacturer has stated that later models will
have additional GPR heads and greater software flexibility for data manipulation and
analysis.
Systematic Metal Detector Survey
The most
intensive field effort
for this project
involved the use of
metal detectors to
discover defining
features listed in
Chapter 1 and
discussed in historical
context in Chapter 2.
The metal detector
systematic survey
areas in and around
the Fort Motte
complex included
Areas/Proveniences
03, 05, and 06 (Table
3.1) (Figure 3.1, 3.5). Figure 3. 5 Metal detecting in Area 3, Fort Motte.
These were explored
using transect sweeps with all collected artifacts located using the total station transit.
Coverage in the areas around the fort was considered 100%, however, it is clear
that not all siege related artifacts in the areas were recovered. The metal detecting
recovery of artifacts was hindered by two factors, both of which were substantially
overcome only through concerted effort. First, the vicinity of Fort Motte has been very
heavily detected by private collectors for many years. One informant who visited the site
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Figure 3.6 Trench excavations in progress, Fort Motte.
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before the present fields were
cleared recalled that Fort Motte
was the most heavily collected
site he had ever seen, and that
the forest floor in the vicinity of
the Fort Motte was completely
cratered with small holes dug
by private collectors (Bruce
Mayer, personal
communication 2004). This
suggests that most metallic
artifacts dating to the events of
May, 1781 have long since
been removed, leaving only a
shadow of the original
distribution.

The second major difficulty was the fact that the Fort Motte battlefield was also
the site of a plantation house and complex occupied for about 75 years after the
Revolution. This has resulted in a dense field of metallic objects, chiefly nails and nail
fragments, unrelated to Fort Motte, Mrs. Motte’s plantation, and the objects left during
the British occupation and American siege. As it was not practical to detect, isolate, and
recover thousands of nails and other small iron objects, it was necessary to set the metal
detectors so as to electronically discriminate small ferrous targets. However both the
density of iron objects and the use of a discrimination mode impaired the metal detectors
penetration depth. Ironically, the nail and spike problem is probably the reason we were
able to recover so many siege related artifacts during our effort– private collectors also
had to deal with thousands of nails and impaired detector performance. Besides the small
ferrous objects, there were hundreds of railroad spikes of several types. These were a
perplexing mystery until the land owner explained that the hill had been a cow pasture in
the early 20th century, and that the area was fenced with ties and spikes salvaged from
nearby Southern Railroad tracks.
Trenching
The location of Fort Motte was reasonably understood by the time field work
began, given the large, square crop mark that was visible on top of the hill, nearly
centered on both the DAR Fort Motte monument and an 18th and 19th century domestic
artifact scatter. However, plow zone trenching was employed to verify the crop mark,
define the extent of the ditch, and assess its archaeological integrity (Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.6).
Trenching was also used in a limited search for the American siege approach or sap.
The trenches dug in search of the Fort Motte ditch were formally laid out with
string lines on the site grid, using a total station transit instrument. Initially, when work
began south of the Fort Motte monument, the first several ditches were 50 cm in width.
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This was expanded to 1.0
m for the trenches on the
northeast and northwest
walls (one each). Parts
of the southern trench
coverage were widened
to 1.5 m to view the ditch
feature with greater
clarity and the southwest
corner of the fort was
also exposed with 1.5 m
trenches in an attempt to
discover any features
associated with a corner
blockhouse. Flat shovels
Figure 3.7 Trenches at southwest corner of fort during ditch crosswere used to remove the
section excavation.
plow zone, and flat
shovels and trowels were used to clean the exposed subsoil/feature surface.
The plow zone soil removed from the test trenches was not screened, and no
concerted effort was made to collect artifacts during excavation – the mostly 19th century
domestic material encountered was not considered useful to project goals. The few
artifacts that were collected included a small sample from the test trenches south of the
monument (Provenience 13), and two artifacts found while trowelling the ditch feature in
the northern Fort Motte trench (Provenience 09). A total of 115 linear m of trench was
excavated in the effort to verify and define the Fort Motte ditch. This total includes 75 m
of 50 cm trench, 30 m of 1 m trench, and 10 m of 1.5 m trench. Two 2 by 2 m units and
three, 1 by 1 m units were exposed in the southwest corner of the fort in an attempt to
reveal a corner blockhouse (Figure 3.7). Therefore a total of 93.5 m2 of plowzone was
excavated to reveal the ditch on its southern corner and southeast wall, its northeast wall,
and its northwest wall.
Additionally, two 50 cm-wide trenches totaling 64 meters in length (32 m2) were
dug in the unsuccessful attempt to locate the American approach trench, or sap (Figure
3.1, 3.8). These trenches were placed to intersect the sap approaching Fort Motte from
the north, which would seem to have been the shortest approach for the besiegers, given
that the terrain quickly falls away in that direction to covered ground. The excavation
methods employed were the same as those used in the fort ditch trenching, although the
northern sap search trench was on a 57 degree angle from grid north rather than 90
degrees (Figure 3.1). This trench was placed on an angle so as to avoid two ridges of
agricultural terracing that had severely disturbed the soils and were not likely to contain
intact archaeological features. No artifacts were collected from these trenches and no
evidence of the sap was seen.
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Ditch Cross-Section Excavation
Plow zone test trenching successfully revealed the plan of the Fort Motte ditch,
but at least one perpendicular cross-section on the ditch feature was needed to understand
its vertical expression. To that end, a 1 m-wide section of the southeast ditch near the
south corner was completely excavated with shovel and trowel (Figure 3.9), and both
wall profiles were drawn and photographed. While the backfill of the ditch was quite
similar in color to the subsoil
matrix in some areas, the texture
of the fill was very distinctive,
and there was no difficulty in
excavating only the feature fill.
All feature fill was screened
through 1/4-inch mesh, although
artifacts were very sparse
throughout (Provenience 07).
Exposure of a Brick Surface
Immediately northwest of
the Fort Motte monument (Figure
3.2), a small hole was dug to
investigate a metal detector reading
Figure 3.8 Trench excavation in search of the sap.
and we encountered an articulated
brick surface at the base of the plow zone. A 2 by 2 m unit was placed to expose the
feature, which may be a chimney base. Excavation consisted of shoveling off the plow
zone, which was screened through 1/4-inch screen, and cleaning the brick surface for
photography and a plan drawing. All artifacts recovered from the brick surface were
retained (Provenience 08).
RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY BEYOND THE FORT AREA
To define the extent of the battlefield and locate defining features such as the
American camps (Marion and Lee), Motte farmhouse, American Sap, Artillery Battery,
and any other archaeological features, a reconnaissance level metal detecting survey was
conducted beyond the fort complex. Several outlying 18th century artifact concentrations
were located by the metal detector reconnaissance survey (Areas/Proveniences 04, 10, 11,
12, 15 and 16) (Table 3.1) (Figure 3.10). Total coverage was complete in Areas 04, 10,
and 11, while Areas 12 and 15 have been intensively explored but not completely
covered. The traditional site of Marion’s earthwork battery was known by aerial
photographs (Figure 1.5) and an area around it was designated Area 16 – this tract
received total coverage as a collection area, although no 18th century artifacts were found
in either the metal detector reconnaissance or collection phases.
The Motte farm house (Area/Provenience 12) that was occupied by the Mrs.
Motte and family, and possibly Lt. Colonel Lee, during the siege was found using a
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Figure 3.9 Excavation of the Fort Motte ditch cross-section.

combination of metal detecting survey and surface survey. The ridge crest where the
house was thought to be located is a large field, and a visual survey of the surface was
made when visibility was excellent. No 18th century artifacts were seen on the surface.
When the site was ultimately located in the woods by metal detecting, it was found that it
did in fact extend a short distance into the plowed field, although only two 18th century
artifacts were found.
RESULTS
The Motte/Love Domestic Components
The archaeological work conducted for this project revealed little about the Motte
mansion’s architecture. However, the potential for learning a great deal was confirmed
both by the GPR survey, which indicated an indiscernible number of anomalies within
the fort ditch. Also, trench excavations (especially along the E 550 line, Figure 3.1)
confirmed the presence of many interior fort features probably associated with the Motte
mansion. These features were left unexplored due to project time constraints.
Nevertheless, combining the limited historical and archaeological data, a few comments
can be made concerning the structure.

Fort Motte

Figure 3.10 The Fort Motte battlefield (38CL1) and metal detector collection areas.
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As far as is known, the Motte house that stood in 1781 was apparently the first on
the site, and it was fairly “new” at the time of the siege (Lee 1998:345), but its
subsequent history is not clear. Historian Benson Lossing visited the site in 1849 and
found that the land was owned by a “Mr. Love”:
“[The plantation] is now owned by William H. Love, Esq., with whom I
passed several hours very agreeably. His house... is built nearly upon the
site of Mrs. Motte’s mansion, desolated by fire at her own suggestion,
while occupied by the British. The well used by that patriotic lady is still
there....and from it to the house there is a slight hollow, which indicates
the place of a covered way, dug for the protection of the soldiers when
procuring water…. This house was built by Mrs. Motte immediately after
the close of the war” (Lossing [1860]2004:477).
Lossing was wrong about the destruction of the mansion. As noted in Chapter 2 it is
evident that the Motte mansion did not burn at the time of the siege – the fire on the roof
was extinguished when the British surrendered (James [1821]1948:120-21). Further,
Rebecca was living in the house in the fall of 1781. It is possible that the house burned
after the war, or it may be that the core of Mr. Love’s house (Figure 3.11) was in fact the
original mansion. The latter interpretation is tentatively supported by the archaeological
evidence.
The surface evidence for the house (or houses) on the site is dense and fairly well
defined. An area about 80m in diameter, centered on the Fort Motte monument, is strewn
with ceramic sherds, bottle glass, window glass, nails, brick fragments, delft tile
fragments, etc., with an especially heavy concentration of architectural material
immediately around the monument. The extensive surface and subsurface collections
from the house site locus (Proveniences 01, 02, 03, 08, 13 and 14) provide a temporal
range for its occupations, and strongly suggest that no house burned on the site.

The earliest European artifact in
the house locus collections is an
English “Rosa Americana” halfpenny
of 1722 (03 066 001) (Figure 3.12), but
no other artifacts diagnostic of the
early-mid 18th century were recovered.
The later 18th century is represented by
a variety of ceramics, all of which
could easily date to the initial Rebecca
Motte occupation, ca. 1780. These
include plain creamware sherds in
quantity, and small numbers of sherds
of overglaze transfer printed
creamware, Westerwald stoneware,
Figure 3.11 The Love house from Lossing
Chinese and English porcelain,
2004[1860]:477).
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jasperware, polychrome faience, and
white saltglaze stoneware. The
porcelain, jasperware and decorated
creamware sherds are particularly
indicative of a high-status occupation.
Other probable Fort Motte-era artifacts
include hand-painted delft tile
fragments (Figure 3.13) and tombac
buttons. The domestic material of the
Revolutionary War period is
overwhelmed by artifacts dating from
the end of the 18th century through the
antebellum 19th century. For example,
Figure 3.12 A “Rosa Americana” halfpenny of
the two large surface collections
(Proveniences 01 and 14) include only 1722 from Fort Motte.
68 creamware sherds, some of which
probably date into the 19th century, in contrast to 279 sherds of pearlware, whiteware and
ironstone. Most of the buttons recovered date to the 19th century, and easily half of the
identifiable nails observed in the field were cut rather than wrought varieties. The
terminal date for the domestic occupation appears to be in the 1860’s, perhaps the result
of the Civil War. The latest artifacts in the house site assemblage include fragments of
early blob-top soda bottles and Bristol Glaze stoneware ale bottles, as well as Federal and
Confederate uniform buttons and a Civil War period .52-56 Spencer bullet. This
antebellum occupation date would correspond with Mr. Love’s house.
Virtually no domestic artifacts collected or observed in the field showed signs of
burning. Even if the house had burned sometime after the war as an empty structure,
nails and other iron hardware left behind should have retained diagnostic burned surfaces.
Such evidence is not present in the Fort Motte collections. It must be admitted that,
except for exposing a possible chimney base, no excavations were conducted on the
house itself, and it is possible that more extensive excavations might reveal evidence of a
fire. However, indications to date do not suggest that any structure was destroyed by fire
at that location. Demolition or radical alteration of the original structure are more likely
scenarios – the strongest evidence for a total or partial rebuilding is in the very different
appearance of the house in the only two primary source images of it, the 1781 American
plan of Fort Motte (Figure 2.4, Figure 3.14), and Benson Lossing’s drawing of Love’s
house (Figure 3.11). For instance, the engineering drawing depicts a three story
structure, while Lossing depicts a two story house with three chimneys.
The only additional architectural feature explored during this effort was a brick
feature exposed just north of the Fort Motte monument at N525, E 554 (Figure 3.15).
This feature consists of a rectangular (1.25 m by 2.25 m) base of soft red brick with a
central (.75 by 1.25 m) void consisting primarily of soft plaster that might be a firebox.
The entire feature resembles a chimney base, however, the bricks lining the rectangular
central ‘firebox’ are not made of highly-fired hard brick. Furthermore, given
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Figure 3.13 Eighteenth century ceramics from Fort Motte: From top to bottom, left to right, leadglazed redware, white salt-glazed stoneware, Westerwald, Jasperware, English (?) blue on white
porcelain, plain creamware, overglaze handpainted creamware, overglaze transferprinted
creamware, handpainted purple on white delft tile, and polychrome handpainted faience.

the abundance of field stone readily available in the area, one would hypothesize that the
base of a large plantation chimney, whether Motte’s or Love’s, should have been
constructed of such field stones rather than the soft brick observed in the feature. Finally,
probing within the ‘firebox’ revealed relatively loose fill with some rubble to a depth of
at least several feet below the plaster, suggesting a deep feature, possibly a cellar, later
capped by the brick feature. Interestingly, the original 1973 National Register
nomination form mentions the presence of a “cellar” at the site at that time. For the
above reasons, we are not confident that the feature is a chimney base.
All of this evidence presented above concerning the Motte residence leads to three
observations: 1) the brick feature excavated may not be a chimney but rather something
else, possibly a cellar, 2) there are abundant and significant archaeological features within
the fort that will reveal much about the Motte and Love occupations, 3) much more work
remains. Finally, there is an intriguing drawing in the University of Michigan, Clements
Library, which may be significant to our understanding of the Motte residence and the
fort. This will be discussed in the next section.
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Fort Motte
The architecture of Fort
Motte itself is better understood
than the house, as the ditch
portion of the fort as seen in the
1781 American drawing (Figure
2.4, Figure 3.14) has been
verified by archaeological
testing. The 1781 plan depicts a
fortification about 125’ square,
measured from the outer edges of
the ditch. The fort ditch, as
encountered in test trenching and
the crop mark, is apparently
square, and is somewhat smaller
- about 117.4’ on a side (Figure
3.1). The width of the fort ditch
at ground surface on the 1781
section is about 7.5,’ the depth is
about 6.0.’ The 1 m section of
the ditch excavated in 2004
(Figure 3.16) was very nearly
perpendicular to the run of the
Figure 3.14 Un-retouched American drawing of Fort Motte
ditch, and revealed a width of
from the Papers of the Continental Congress.
9.2’ to 9.8,’ or about 2’ wider
than on the 1781 section.
The archaeological section
was 5.6’ to 5.9’ in depth,
very close to the 1781 6’
measurement. Allowing for
the modern plowzone of
about 0.5,’ the ditch would
have been slightly wider and
deeper than seen in Figure
3.16. The most substantial
difference between the
historic and the
archaeological profiles is in
the shape of the ditch – the
1781 section shows a steepsided ditch with a flat bottom Figure 3.15 Brick surface, Fort Motte.
more than 3’ wide, while our
section revealed something closer to an inverted equilateral triangle. The bottom of our
trench section was irregular, and appeared to be ditched, as if by repeated cleanings of
slump and wash.
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Figure 3.16 West (top) and east (bottom) profiles of 1 meter wide cross-section of the Fort
Motte ditch.
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Figure 3.17 West wall trench excavation revealing top of ditch feature, northeast
face of Fort Motte.

Two episodes of backfilling are visible in the ditch profiles (Figure 3.16). The
lower, earlier, and much smaller deposit appears to consist of soils eroded from the
parapet over time, while the remainder of the fill is clearly deliberate backfill, thrown or
pushed from the interior (parapet) side of the ditch. According to Levi Smith, the
Loyalists who were lynched after the surrender were buried “in the ditch of the redoubt,
which they [Americans] were then leveling” (Smith 1782:373). A few days after the
siege, 20 slaves seized from the plantation of former royal Lt. Governor William Bull
were employed in further leveling of Fort Motte (Conrad et al., VIII: 293,n), and on May
22, 1781 Thomas Sumter reported that the fortifications at Motte’s (and at several other
captured posts) were “Tollerably well Demolished” (Conrad et. al., VIII:297). It appears
that within 10 days of the surrender of Fort Motte the ditch had been substantially
backfilled.
Unfortunately very few artifacts made their way into the small sample of the ditch
backfill excavated in 2004, and no obvious artifacts of the siege were recovered
(Provenience 07). The collection includes a creamware sherd, a wrought nail fragment, a
bone (beef rib?) fragment, 11 fragments of window glass, small brick fragments, and
fired clay daub. If and when the ditch of Fort Motte is excavated, the areas of the fort
which were under heavy American fire should be apparent from concentrations of fired
balls in the ditch backfill, which, of course, originated in the parapet.
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Other features of Fort Motte architecture
are known only from the 1781 plan and
section (Figure 2.4, Figure 3.14) and
other historical sources. These include
the earthen parapet (the earth obviously
coming from the excavation of the ditch),
the wood palisade, the banquet, the two
timber corner blockhouse bastions, the
abatis perimeter, the gate, and the
“covered way” to the well. All of these
features, with the probable exception of
the abatis, could be visible
archaeologically but none were clearly
discernable in the cleaned trench floors
exposed. As can be seen in the plan
drawing and photo of the trench
exposing the fort’s west ditch, there were
soil distinctions and even the possibility
of a palisade posthole (Figures 3.17 and
3.18), however, they are impossible to
interpret with so narrow a window.
Future excavation at the fort would
probably allow identification of many of
the fort’s architectural features.
Another Fort Motte component
not located to date is the British/Loyalist
encampment which must have existed
somewhere in the immediate vicinity of
the fort before the siege - there was
clearly insufficient space within Fort
Motte to house the entire garrison. The
site would probably include subsurface
Figure 3.18 Plan drawing of west wall trench,
features such as hearths,
northeast face of Fort Motte. Note post hole.
trash pits, and latrines, and would
originally have been characterized by a scatter of artifacts including uniform buttons and
unfired musket balls.
Patrick Ferguson’s Fort
A map archivist at the William C. Clements Library at the University of Michigan
introduced the primary author to an intriguing, undated, illustration of a fortified house
drawn by British Colonel Patrick Ferguson (Figure 3.19). The illustration shows a three
story house closely surrounded by a ditch and abatis. The description reads:
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Figure 3.19 Drawing of fortified house attributed to Patrick Ferguson. (Courtesy of the William C.
Clements Library, University of Michigan.)

The House is 45 feet in front. The Parapet 18 feet, the Ditch 13 feet wide
a strong abatti all round & two lines of musket proof Loopholes. The
Ground round it a gentle slop [sic] for 300 yards. & no eminence of equal
Height within 1500 yards.
Could this be Fort Motte surrounding Rebecca Motte’s house? Arguments for include
the remarkable similarity between the drawing and the drawing’s description on one
hand, and the eyewitness descriptions and American engineering drawing on the other.
Arguments against include the fact that the illustration depicts a larger structure and ditch
than the American drawing, and the fact that the description is written in the present
tense--as if Ferguson was describing something that existed at the time he drew the
illustration. Furthermore, there is no palisade. As noted in Chapter 2, Colonel Ferguson
camped at nearby Belleville in June of 1780. It is possible that he visited the Motte
mansion while at Belleville? Is it possible that he was attempting to illustrate what could
be done in the future at Motte’s? Or does it illustrate the fortification at Belleville?
Belleville is described as being fortified by a palisade incorporating the plantation’s
outbuildings as bastions (Gregorie 2000:138). The Ferguson drawing does not show any
outbuildings. Furthermore, as noted in the arguments against it being Fort Motte, the
verb tense of the description argues against it being Belleville, as Belleville was only a
campsite at the time and he did not stay long enough to construct such a fort. For all that
is currently known (the illustration is undated) it is possible that Ferguson was illustrating
something from his earlier military career in New Jersey rather than anything in South
Carolina (Boatner 1966:364). Or it is simply Ferguson’s generalized concept of the kind
of fortified houses that could be built across South Carolina. What Ferguson was
illustrating thus remains a mystery, but the drawing certainly resembles what we know
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about the Motte house. Further archaeological work at Motte’s or Belleville might clear
up this mystery.
The Siege
The archaeological evidence for the siege operations of May 8 to 12, 1781 is
confined to distributions of ammunition specimens (see Appendix I and II). To date,
neither Lee’s sap (approach trench) nor Marion’s earthwork battery have been verified in
excavations. The ammunition data alone, however, are illuminating. As noted above,
most lead shot have already been removed from the Fort Motte battlefield by relic
collectors. It can only be hoped that the vestige remaining (from which our collection is
derived) is fairly representative of the original distributions. In fact, our distributions
exhibit a thin but coherent pattern that makes good sense logically and historically, an
outcome apparently not badly skewed by relic hunting.
The ammunition distributions at Fort Motte suggest offensive fire by Americans
using rifles, and defensive fire from within Fort Motte by British and Loyalist forces
firing muskets (Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.20). The American use of rifles against a formal
fortification such as Fort Motte is not only logical, but also amply supported by the
example of the siege of Fort Watson (see Appendix I and II, Ferguson 1975). As at Fort
Watson, the smoothbore muskets, carbines and pistols carried by Lee’s and Marion’s men
around Fort Motte would have been so inaccurate as to be essentially useless. Only with
rifles could the Americans hope to inflict casualties on the defenders, or at least pin them
down well enough to suppress defensive fire directed at the siege approaches. The
ammunition distribution seen in Figure 3.21 demonstrates that American fire was indeed
confined almost entirely to rifle fire - only a few fired .69 and .75 cal. musket balls were
recovered in and near the fort. The fired rifle balls occur all around Fort Motte,
suggesting an American perimeter covering all faces of the fort, precluding escape.
Most fired balls clearly show impact against wood rather than sand. On the one hand this
might suggest that the riflemen were accurately targeting the timber walls of the bastions
(blockhouse) or palisade, where the British firing ports were located, and that they
seldom fired so low as to strike the earthen parapet. Alternately, it might be argued that
many of the “wood impact” balls simply struck the walls or roof of the Motte house, and
in any case most of those balls that struck the parapet are probably deeply buried in the
ditch backfill, beyond the reach of metal detecting.
American rifles of the Revolutionary War period were of many different bores,
ranging from about .30 caliber to .60 caliber. The collection of fired rifle balls from Fort
Motte, however is strongly dominated by balls of .54 to .55 caliber (see Appendix I). It is
possible that a single, designated marksman may have been responsible for most of the
offensive fire. However, the common caliber for rifles ranged between .50 to .55 during
the 18th century (Moller 1993:178-180). The British and Loyalist defenders may have
had a few rifles among them, but if they engaged in significant defensive fire using rifles
we have seen little evidence for it in the areas we have collected. A few widely-scattered
fired rifle balls were recovered at considerable distance from Fort Motte, but these could
represent either defensive fire, or American shots that were deflected or missed the fort
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entirely. What was present was a scatter of fired .75 cal. (approximately .690”) musket
balls, distributed mainly to the north/northeast of Fort Motte (Figure 3.20). In addition,
several unfired .75 caliber balls were recovered inside or very near the fort (Figure 3.20).
These musket balls are, of course, the appropriate size for the British Land Pattern
(“Brown Bess”) musket that was the standard long-arm of the defending forces, British
and Loyalist alike. (Here again is the pattern seen at Fort Watson, where the interior of
the work was strewn with unfired .75 caliber musket balls, and fired rifle balls of much
smaller caliber). Like the smoothbore weapons carried by the besiegers, the muskets
used by the defenders were ill-suited for the tasks of discouraging the siege approaches or
suppressing American small arms or artillery fire. It appears that the defenders made the
effort, however, and the archaeological evidence for their fire is revealing in several
respects.
As noted above, the two long test trenches placed to discover the American sap
failed to locate Lee’s siege approach. These test trenches were placed to the northnorthwest of Fort Motte, where the topography drops away more steeply than elsewhere.
This seemed a logical placement for the approach, as it would have allowed the attackers
to move to within perhaps 150 yards before a deep, formal sap was required (although
Lee (1998:345) reported “breaking ground” within 400 yards of the fort). However, a
consideration of the archaeological and historical evidence now in hand strongly suggests
a location more to the north-northeast, roughly along the modern road (Figure 3.20). Lee
(1998:345) recalled that “…Brigadier Marion occupied the eastern declivity of the ridge
on which the fort stood,” and also that “…the six-pounder was mounted on a battery
erected in Marion’s quarter for the purpose of raking the northern face of the enemy’s
parapet, against which Lee was preparing to advance.” The archaeological delineation of
the ditch of Fort Motte demonstrates that there actually was no “northern face” to the
work, which is oriented at about 45 degrees from cardinal directions. This leaves
northwest and northeast faces of the fort as the candidates for Lee’s “advance.” Given
the very likely location of the American 6-pounder battery to the east of Fort Motte (see
below), it is reasonably clear that Lee’s approach was toward the northeast face of the
fort. There is additional archaeological evidence suggesting an approach from the northnortheast – a concentration of 12, fired .75 cal. musket balls (Figure 3.20) (here it is
important to consider that we are probably dealing with only a small sample of the
artifacts originally present). The defensive fire might logically be presumed to have
focused on the advancing head or flank of the American sap, where the besiegers were
actively excavating. The sap would have presented an earth parapet which would have
absorbed much of the incoming fire. Significantly, all 12 balls show sand impact marks,
and six show massive impacts on sand surfaces at angles well above the ground (that is,
they appear to have struck a raised obstacle rather than simply striking the ground surface
at a shallow oblique). Four of the .75 cal. balls show strong barrel marks indicating that
they were fired in a barrel smaller than .75,” probably a .69 cal. musket – this may have
been an effort to achieve better accuracy (see Appendix I).
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Figure 3.21 Areas 4, 10, and 11, and Battery Search Area (16), environs of Fort Motte.

The American Artillery Battery and Camp
The large mound thought to be “Marion’s battery,” the earthwork battery erected
for Captain Finley’s 6-pounder, stood until the 1980’s, when it was accidentally leveled
in the course of a timber clear-cut (Luther Wanamaker, Calvin Keys, personal
communications). The mound was located at the head of the “eastern declivity” of the
Fort Motte landform, described by Lee (1998:345) as the position occupied by Marion’s
force during the siege (Figure 3.21). The battery was sketched by Lossing (1860:477) in
1849 (Figure 2.5), and it appears on a 1937 aerial photograph (Figure 1.5). The
photograph allowed us to locate the battery site, now in woods with heavy undergrowth,
and a metal detector collection area (Area 16) was established around the location. No
18th century artifacts were recovered from Area 16, but a small number of artifacts (five
fired and unfired balls) were found to the north and south, in Areas 4 and 11 respectively
(Figure 3.21). These finds begin to suggest Marion’s siege perimeter on the east side of
Fort Motte (Lee 1998:345). It is reasonable to suppose that the American position was
along a north-south tree line at the east edge of a large clearing that included Fort Motte the 6-pounder battery would have been difficult to prepare in an open field, under fire,
and it could not have been located any distance within a woods. Additional forces were
probably positioned along the same tree line, north and south of Finley’s battery. More
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intensive, systematic metal detecting of the area should confirm or revise this tentative
conclusion.
While no material was found at the 6-pounder battery site, artifacts of Finley’s
firing on Fort Motte were recovered. Two iron canister balls (or case shot balls, in 18th
century terminology) were found, both in locations that support the documented position
of the American battery (Figures 3.20, 3.21). Both were of the correct size for a 6pounder case shot round, which would have contained 56 1.5-ounce balls (Caruana
1979:15) (Figure 3.22). One ball (03 132 001) was found about 40m east-southeast of
the fort, nearly in line with the battery site. The second example (06 001 001) was
recovered well beyond the fort and to the north-northwest, in a location that suggests that
the ball was deflected off the northeast face of the roof of the Motte house, where it
would have struck at a very shallow angle.
As noted, Marion’s camp was supposed
to be located on the same hill as the fort
(see Chapter 2). We found no evidence
of this camp during the reconnaissance
level survey to the east, west, and south
of the fort. Levi Smith states that
Marion himself and probably a guard
was at Belleville for at least part of the
siege (Smith 1782). Three possibilities
exist for not locating the camp;
previous relic collecting has recovered
most of the diagnostic artifacts from the
camp, or we just missed it, or Marion’s
Figure 3.22 Iron canister “case shot” from Fort
men were completely deployed around
the fort, and there was no central ‘camp.’ Motte.
The latter explanation is favored, as Marion had only 150 men. If he was at Belleville,
then perhaps only 130 of those were surrounding the fort in small groups, and Areas 4
and 11 are likely to be examples of several small detachments, keeping the British at bay.
The Motte “Farm House.”
A second Motte house figures in the Fort Motte story. Lee recalled,
“Opposite to Fort Motte, to the north, stood another hill, where Mrs.
Motte, having been dismissed from her mansion, resided, in the old farm
house. On this height Lieutenant Colonel Lee with his corps took post….
Encamping contiguous to Mrs. Motte’s dwelling, this officer had, upon his
arrival, been requested in the most pressing terms to make her house his
quarters. The invitation was accordingly accepted; and not only the
Lieutenant Colonel, but every officer of his corps, off duty, daily
experienced her liberal hospitality” (Lee 1998:345).
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The Motte “farm house” was also the site of the “sumptuous dinner” attended by both
American and British officers after the surrender of Fort Motte (Lee 1998:348). James
([1821]1948:120) called this other Motte house “that of her overseer.”
There is only one hill to the
north of Fort Motte, the entire crest of
which is a plowed field. It seemed a
fairly simple task to locate a substantial
18th century domestic site, but an
extensive walkover of the area when
surface visibility was excellent yielded
no clues. The site was later located by
metal detector reconnaissance, in the
extreme southeastern corner of the
field, downslope from the ridge crest,
750m northeast of Fort Motte (Figure
3.10). Most of the site is actually in
thick woods. The small sample of
Figure 3.23 Dragoon saber pommel from Area 15,
material recovered (Provenience 12)
Fort Motte battlefield.
th
suggests an 18 century house site that
was probably not occupied into the 19th century. (In contrast to all of the other metal
detector collections recovered during this project, these artifacts are combined in a
general provenience rather than individually mapped – a brush fire destroyed most of our
Provenience 12 pin flags before they were recorded by GPS).
While this site answered nicely for the Motte “farm house,” metal detector
reconnaissance was extended to the west, to search the remainder of the reasonably level
ground in the woods covering the southern face of the hill. This was to ensure that there
was not another candidate for the house site, and in the hope of finding some evidence for
the presence of Lee’s men on the hill. No additional house sites were discovered, but a
few artifacts were recovered (Provenience 15), including the pommel of a British light
dragoon sabre - very likely an artifact of Lee’s dragoons (Figures 3.10, 3.23). There were
not enough of these kinds of artifacts to confirm the area being Lee’s camp, however, and
project time did not permit additional work in that area.
Levi Smith’s House?
Yet a third house is documented in the vicinity of Fort Motte, and it too may have
been located. In his narrative, Levi Smith (1782:371) describes taking refuge near Fort
Motte:
“… a plundering party of the enemy having robbed my store, which was
on the north side of the Congaree River, near McCord’s Ferry, and finding
neither my life nor property secure in that situation, I removed my effects
to a house within 200 yards of Fort Motte, on the opposite side of the
river.”
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Smith was appointed to command the loyalist militia at Fort Motte. On the
morning the siege began, Smith “had walked down from the fort to my own house to
breakfast, when a party of Lee’s cavalry….made me a prisoner” (Smith 1782:371).
During the siege Smith was permitted to dine at his home, although his house “was
plundered, and my property destroyed” (Smith 1782:372). Levi Smith’s account is the
only source for the existence of the house, and he does not mention its original purpose.
The general metal detector reconnaissance in the woods west and south of Fort
Motte encountered a domestic site that is a good candidate for the Levi Smith house.
Located about 220m (240 yards) almost directly south of Fort Motte, the site was clearly
occupied from the Revolutionary War period into the early 19th century (Figures. 3.10,
3.21, Provenience 10). Additional work is needed - the site may extend well to the west
of the artifact concentration presently documented, into an area too densely overgrown to
metal detect in 2004. If so, the site may be too extensive for a single residence, and may
instead represent the Mount Joseph slave settlement. Our work to date has not isolated
any other candidates for either the slave settlement or Levi Smith’s house, but substantial
tracts of woods remain unexplored.
CONCLUSIONS
The goals of the archaeological effort were to find and assess the archaeological
integrity of Fort Motte, the battlefield, and its defining features. As such, the work was
largely successful. We (with the assistance of the 1909 members of the DAR) have pinpointed and documented the location of Fort Motte and the Rebecca Motte house. We
have located battlefield features such as American firing points. We believe we have
located the Motte farm or overseers house and at least have a notion of where Lee’s
nearby camp was located. There is a good possibility we have located either the Levi
Smith house or the plantation slave row. We also have a strong hypothesis regarding the
location of the American Sap. We did not find conclusive archaeological evidence of the
American artillery position or the British camp.
As mentioned in the first chapter, the use of the mnemonic KOCOA is often
useful for battlefield analysis; Key Terrain, Obstacles, Cover and Concealment,
Observation, and Avenues of Approach and Retreat. The battle of Fort Motte, however,
was largely a siege and as such understanding maneuver, in which KOCOA analysis
proves quite useful, is less critical. In a siege there is little maneuver by either army.
Obviously the key terrain for the siege was the fort itself, which was cover for the British
and an obstacle for the Americans, along with the abatis surrounding the fort.
Observation posts in either corner provided the British with a view of the hilltop around
their fort. The Americans used the declivity between the two hills for concealment along
with the sap. There was no evidence for the American avenue of approach.
The work described herein has clearly demonstrated that there are significant and
substantial archaeological features associated with the Fort Motte battlefield spread
across at least 162 acres of property which define the battlefield proper (Figure 3.10).
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS
THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FORT MOTTE
Fort Motte’s significance to American History is not as the site of a great battle or
bloody engagement that turned the course of the war. Such sites like the battles of
Saratoga or Trenton, are actually quite rare, and one could argue did not occur in South
Carolina. Even major battles like the fall of Charleston, the disaster at Camden, the stalemates at Hobkirk’s Hill and Eutaw Springs, bloody though they were, did not sharply
turn the course of the war, but rather steered it inevitably toward American victory.
Within the context of this slow turning, Fort Motte was certainly another important
degree toward eventual independence.
As Chapter 2 has demonstrated, Fort Motte’s strategic value to the British was as
an outpost protecting their critical supply route from Charleston to Camden. Cut this
supply line, and the British would have to abandon Camden. When Lee and Marion
captured Fort Watson and Fort Motte, the line was cut on both sides of the Santee-Congaree line. Earlier in the war, a stronger British army in Camden and Charleston
might have combined forces and trapped Marion and Lee between them. But after the
British had suffered the attrition of the Battles of Kings Mountain, Camden, Cowpens,
Guilford Court House, and Hobkirk’s Hill (only Cowpens actually being a British loss),
they were in no position to surround Marion and Lee at Fort Motte. Instead, Rawdon was
strategically surrounded, with Greene at his front, and Marion and Lee between him and
Charleston. Thus, for the want of Fort Motte (and Watson), Camden fell. As noted, at
the beginning of April 1781, the British held the upper hand in the South Carolina
backcountry. By the end of May, they had lost all of their important backcountry posts
except Ninety-Six.
Fort Motte is not only a significant Revolutionary War battlefield, it represents a
traditional place in the American and South Carolina history. Marion, Lee, Mrs. Motte,
Thomas Pinckney, and Nathaniel Greene, are all important personages in South Carolina
history and lived or fought at this site. The facts and legends of Fort Motte are large parts
of the American experience. The historical significance of this site as a battlefield and
traditional place is without doubt.
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FORT MOTTE
The Fort Motte battlefield (Figure 1.1, 3.10, 4.1) is highly significant as an
archaeological site (38CL1). Chapter 2 has demonstrated that Fort Motte’s ditch is very
much intact as an archaeological resource. Although this project was not able to fully
document even a small portion of the features obviously present, the interior of the fort
contains the archaeological expression of Mrs. Motte’s house, Mr. Love’s house, and the
British occupation. The brick feature exposed during this project may be a chimney, or it
may be a cellar containing important deposits. The fort’s archaeological significance has
been clearly demonstrated by this project.
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Figure 4.1 Archaeological Site 38CL1, the Fort Motte Battlefield.
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This project has also demonstrated that there are critical archaeological features
and components associated with the siege of Fort Motte in a large area around the fort.
The exact archaeological matrix of these components has not been extensively explored.
Nevertheless, the metal detecting effort has clearly demonstrated the spatial expression of
the siege, and shown that definable components exist across the landscape. Of the eight
defining features revealed by the historic context in Chapter 2, we believe three have
been found (Fort Motte and Motte residence, Lee’s Camp, the Motte farmhouse) and four
others may have been found or a reasonable explanation for their absence offered
(Marion’s militia camp—probably no single large camp, all men deployed in siege),
(artillery mound—lost to bulldozer, location known), (Levi Smith house—possibly
found, but not confirmed), (American sap, probably northeast of fort and along modern
road). Only the British camp remains a mystery. It is possible that evidence of the camp
has been lost to intensive metal detecting by private collectors.

FUTURE RESEARCH
All archaeological reports of investigations end with the words “more research is
needed.” While it may be argued that such a statement is overused and redundant, in the
case of Fort Motte, we believe that our effort has demonstrated that more research would
truly be a significant contribution to our understanding of the history and archaeology of
the American Revolution. As such, the following research objectives are offered to guide
future research.
1) Locate the British Camp.
2) Locate the American Camp. This may necessitate expanding the survey area to
Belleville.
3) Locate any evidence of the American artillery mound.
4) Conduct trench excavations to the northeast of the fort to test the hypothesis that the
American sap came from that direction.
5) Further explore through formal excavation the fort ditch and the fort’s interior features
such as Mrs. Motte’s mansion house and the brick feature discovered during this effort.
6) Protect, preserve, and interpret the site.
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APPENDIX I: ANALYSIS OF SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION
FROM FORT MOTTE
INTRODUCTION
The military artifacts of the siege of Fort Motte recovered by this project were
confined almost entirely to spherical lead (or lead alloy) small arms projectiles. The
exceptions were two musket flints (below), two iron artillery case shot balls (Figure
3.22), and the pommel from a British Light Dragoon saber (Figure 3.23). No other
weapon parts, accoutrement parts, military buttons, or other military diagnostics were
found.1 This leaves an ammunition collection that may seem hopelessly generic in terms
of its interpretive value.2 In fact, a careful and informed analysis can derive a great deal
of information from such a collection.3 The immediate results of such an analysis are the
individual ammunition descriptions found in the descriptive catalogs in Appendix II.
This data was, in turn, applied to the battlefield and siege interpretations presented in
Chapter 3 - this Appendix discusses the means to that end.
WHAT THEY USED
The analysis in this chapter and Chapter 3 that is derived from archaeological
ammunition data assumes that we have a reasonable notion of what firearms the various
forces involved were using. In fact we have no documentation regarding the specific
arms in the hands of any units at Fort Motte, but reliable generalizations are readily
derived from various authorities. British infantry of the period used the .75 caliber,4

1

A possible exception is 06 004 001, a brass finial of the sort used to secure a leather strap. Two similar
examples, one brass and one iron, have been found on the Camden battlefield (Legg, Smith and Wilson
2005:104, Fig.6.6), and another brass example was recently excavated at Ninety Six (South 2006:33,34,
Fig.34). These finials appear similar to one on an extant Revolutionary War cartridge box illustrated by
Neumann and Kravic (1975:67, Fig.9). However, the 1865 Russell and Erwin hardware catalog illustrates
a variety of these finials in both brass and iron, offering them as “carriage knobs” and “sash knobs”
(1865:150). The Fort Motte finial may or may not be from a cartridge box or other military accoutrement.
2
With very rare exceptions, small arms ammunition was spherical until practical elongated designs began
to emerge in the 2nd quarter of the 19th century. The Crimean War (1854-56) was the first conflict featuring
distinctive bullet patterns fielded by the several belligerents.
3
Lead is a soft metal that readily records evidence of its treatment on its surface. It is also a relatively
stable metal in most soil conditions, such that the subtle details on the surface of a ball are often well
preserved after centuries of burial. Most of the characteristics discussed here are not treated in published
works. We have molded, loaded, fired, recovered and examined hundreds of black powder projectiles of
many kinds in varying conditions, and have compared the details of these modern examples to thousands of
excavated specimens.
4
The correct usages of the firearms terms “caliber” and “diameter” are rarely encountered in archaeological
literature, but they are essential in any discussion of ammunition. “Caliber” refers to the diameter of the
bore of a weapon, while the “diameter” of a projectile is its actual diameter (both expressed in hundredths
of an inch). In muzzle-loading weapons the diameter of a projectile is generally substantially smaller than
the caliber, while in breechloading weapons the projectile is usually a little larger. Thus, for example, a .75
caliber musket ball for a British .75 caliber musket is typically about .680” or .690” in diameter. The
difference between a muzzle-loading weapon’s caliber and its diameter is its windage. In the 18th century,
caliber was most often expressed using a cumbersome system of so many balls to the English pound (or the
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brass-mounted “Long Land Pattern” and “Short Land Pattern” flintlock muskets, both
improved models of the so-called “Brown Bess” musket introduced in the early
eighteenth century (Peterson 1968:27-29; Darling 1970; Neumann 2001). We may
presume that loyalist infantry at Fort Motte was armed by the British and also used Land
Pattern muskets. These arms fired a ball of about .690 inch rolled in a paper cartridge
(Calver and Bolton 1950:80; Legg, Smith and Wilson 2005:99-101). The German troops
at Fort Motte may have used British muskets, or they may have had any of several
varieties of German muskets, most of which were also about .75 caliber (Neumann and
Kravic 1975:203). British mounted troops carried one of several carbine models, all of
which were .65 caliber (Moller 1993:256-265; Peterson 1968:44-45). These weapons
probably fired a ball of about .60 inch. There were two models of pistols issued to
British mounted troops, including a .65 and a .69 caliber pattern, but neither is likely to
have seen significant action in the siege of Fort Motte (Peterson 1968:46-48). Other arms
in the hands of Fort Motte defenders may have included a few rifles (personal weapons
carried by loyalist militiamen), and possibly a few of the many thousands of French .69
caliber muskets captured from the Americans in 1780.5 These arms are discussed below.
Lee’s Continental infantry were almost certainly armed with .69 caliber French
muskets. In 1777, large quantities of French muskets began arriving in American ports as
covert (and later overt) aid to the Revolution. The French muskets were of many
different (but essentially similar) year models, all in .69 caliber. They soon became the
regulation weapon of the Continental infantry, and they were available in sufficient
numbers to actually be the standard infantry weapon (Peterson 1968:36-38; Neumann
2002; Moore 1967:63, 93-99). The balls used in French muskets can range from about
.620” to .660,” although it appears from field recoveries that a standard of about .635” to
.640” was intended (Legg, Smith and Wilson 2005:99, 100, 126-132).6 The regulation
American cartridge included a musket ball and three buckshot of about .300 inch
(Peterson 1968: 60,61; Legg, Smith and Wilson 2005:101-103, 126-132). Similarly,
Lee’s cavalrymen were probably armed with French carbines, which were .67 caliber
weapons that fired a regulation ball of .629” (Neumann and Kravic 1975:65; Moller
1993:340-348; Hamilton 1976:130).
Of the commands present at Fort Motte, Marion’s men present the greatest
challenge in terms of characterizing their weaponry. Marion’s force was an irregular,
fluid, partisan band that might be best described as mounted infantry. They were not
formal beneficiaries of Greene’s Continental Army supply chain, and they probably
received few regulation weapons from that source. It is likely that most of the weapons
used by Marion’s men were either personally owned civilian guns, or captured military
weapons. These firearms were doubtless a diverse lot, as reflected in the supply of
French livre), e.g. an “11 bore” gun was one of such a caliber that 11 balls of proper diameter weighed one
pound (Hamilton 1976:125).
5
Lambert (1987:121) indicates that there was a serious shortage of British muskets available for issue to
Southern loyalists in 1780.
6
Hamilton (1976:130) records that the French regulation ball for the .69 caliber musket in the 18th century
was .652” in diameter, which is somewhat larger than most balls recovered from American contexts. The
new United States settled on a regulation ball of .640,” and the French reduced their standard .69 caliber
ball to .629” in 1800 (Thomas 1997:100;Hamilton 1976:130).
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ammunition sent by Greene to Marion just before the move against Fort Motte, which
included “one hundred pounds of powder and four hundred pounds of lead” (James
[1821]1948:34). This suggests that cartridges of standard military calibers (as issued to
Greene’s men) were of no use to Marion – he needed lead stock that his men might mold
into any number of different sized balls, in their personally owned molds. We also know
that Marion’s men preferred to fire buckshot or “swan shot” in their smoothbore weapons
rather than single, large balls, at least in close-quarter action (e.g. James [1821]1948: 11,
128, 170). At least a few of Marion’s men carried rifles during this period; as indicated
by documentary and archaeological evidence from Fort Watson (Ferguson 1975: 19, 21,
22, 65). As demonstrated in Appendix I and Chapter 3, those rifles were also the primary
small arms used by the besiegers in firing on Fort Motte.
The rifles used by colonials on both sides during the Revolution were “longrifles”
of the Pennsylvania style, a distinctive American adaptation of the early 18th century
German hunting rifle. They ranged in caliber from about .36 to .60, but .50 to .55 was the
most common bore (Moller 1993:178-180; Neumann 1967:134, 135). Some “rifles” of
the period were not actually rifled, but were nevertheless designed to be fired with a
close-fitting, patched ball - these would have been less accurate than a true rifle, but far
more accurate than any weapon with a loose fitting ball in a smooth bore (Moller
1993:180). The balls used in rifles were about the same diameter as the caliber. As most
rifle balls were considerably smaller than any musket or carbine balls, they are diagnostic
by their size alone in some contexts. There are also small pistol balls within the rifle
caliber range, however, and larger buckshot overlap with the smallest rifle balls.
LEAD SHOT ANALYSIS
Diameter and Caliber
The most significant diagnostic characteristic of an excavated lead shot is its size
(Figure AI-1). The diameter of the ball, either measured directly or projected, provides a
fair idea of the caliber of the weapon for which it was made (above). Unfired examples
can be measured directly with calipers, to within hundredths of an inch. Special cases
can complicate this procedure. Some balls are cast in crudely cut molds, and are not
nearly spherical – these specimens are described as such, with a range of representative
measurements. Even well-made balls should not be measured on the mold seam, as the
mold halves were seldom exactly aligned. Other cases that should be noted in analysis
are examples that are heavily corroded or exfoliated, and have lost diameter.
Fired balls are almost always somewhat distorted, if not completely mangled, and
their diameters must be projected from their weights. Sivilich (1996) provides a reliable
formula for converting the weight of specimens in grams to their diameters as spheres in
hundredths of an inch (in Appendix II these projected diameters are the “p.d.” values).
Special considerations here are any factors that may cause the ball to be underweight for
its intended diameter – whittling, rodent gnawing, melting, tearing, severe corrosion, etc.
Pewter balls weigh much less than lead balls of the same diameter and the Sivilich
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Figure AI-1. Range of lead shot sizes from Fort Motte, from buckshot (left) to a .75 caliber musket
ball (right).

formula cannot be applied to them. Fortunately pewter balls are relatively rare, and they
typically have a distinctive gray, friable surface very unlike lead.
Loading and Firing
Among the details often preserved on the surface of a fired ball are indications of
loading and firing (any or all of these marks, of course, were subject to being erased by
the impact of the ball). Smoothbore muskets and carbines were equipped with steel
ramrods, which could impart a distinct concave or flat dent on the ball. These weapons
were normally loaded with paper cartridges, however, and the balls were thus protected
from ramrod dents. When fired, a smoothbore ball with normal windage (e.g., a .640”
ball in a .69 caliber bore) bounced and scuffed its way up the barrel, and was typically
scarred with one or more cylindrical scrape marks from contact with the bore. Normal
bore marks are never close to complete, cylindrical bands, because the ball was too small
to engage the entire circumference of the bore. Rare examples like those from Fort Motte
which show complete or nearly complete bands were necessarily fired without normal
windage (e.g., a .690” ball in a .69 caliber bore) (Figure AI-2, lower right). Musket balls
fired in buck and ball loads sometimes show small dents from the buckshot; the buckshot
from these loads often show dents or facets from the other buck shot as well as the
musket ball, in addition to bore marks.
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Figure AI-2. Fired .75 caliber musket balls from Fort Motte, reflecting defensive fire from the fort.
The example at lower right was apparently fired in a .69 caliber musket.

Rifles were loaded without a cartridge, with a tight-fitting ball with little or no
windage (Figure AI-3). To ensure that the ball engaged the rifling thoroughly, it was
usually patched. This involved placing the ball on a small, round patch of linen at the
muzzle, such that the ball was completely enveloped in the patch when it was rammed.
The loading and firing of a patched rifle ball imparted a series of evenly spaced, fabric
weave impressions around the circumference of the ball, each corresponding to one of the
lands of the rifling. Balls fired in unrifled “rifles” were usually patched, and may also
show traces of weave. Un-patched rifle balls show scrapes or flats corresponding to the
lands. Unfortunately the evidence for rifling and patching is often faint and incomplete,
and is sometimes obliterated by impact. The potential rifle ball must be examined under
magnification, and a typical “confirmation” consists of one or two faint traces of fabric
weave somewhere on the non-impact surface. In an area that has yielded numerous fired
rifle balls, balls of similar caliber but lacking rifling or patching evidence can reasonably
be considered probable rifle balls, as in Appendix II.
Impacts
The impact surface of a fired ball records an impression of the material that it
struck. The two most common and most readily identified impressions are wood and soil
– most of the Fort Motte specimens clearly struck one (or both) of these surfaces. Wood
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Figure AI-3. Fired rifle balls of about .54-.55 caliber, reflecting American fire on Fort Motte: note
wood grain impact marks on lower right ball.

impact surfaces usually have plain impressions of splintered wood grain. Soil impacts
typically impart a mass of abrasions radiating away from the leading face of the ball at
impact, and the impact face often retains grains of sand or gravel embedded in the lead.
Rarely, a fired ball exhibits fabric weave on its impact face – an impression imparted not
by patching, but as the result of striking a cloth surface, perhaps the uniform of its
intended victim. A minority of fired balls are distorted by impact on some other sort of
surface, but exactly what is not clear.
Other Characteristics and Alterations
Rolling: Lead shot were often made more uniform after casting by a process of tumbling
or rolling. This involved placing a large quantity of new balls in a keg or bag, which was
then rolled or agitated for an extended period. This smoothed the various surface
irregularities, including the sprue mark and the mold seam, and imparted a finely dimpled
surface comprised of tiny dents. Regular British musket balls are usually rolled, often so
thoroughly that the mold seam cannot be detected (e.g. Legg, Smith and Wilson
2005:100). It may be that .75 caliber musket balls that are not rolled are not British.
Rolling is often detectable on fired as well as unfired balls.
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Powder marks: Unfired balls that were discarded or lost with their paper cartridges
intact often exhibit a black crust or stain remaining from the powder charge. In some
cases the mark is a well-defined, round patch where the bottom of the ball rested on the
charge, while more typically the mark is less regular, reflecting the rapid deterioration of
the paper cartridge (e.g. Legg, Smith and Wilson 2005:Figure 6.4B). Some powder
marks are readily washed away in processing, leaving only a localized corroded area on
the surface of the ball.
Mutilation: Lead shot may suffer a wide variety of damage, both deliberate and
incidental, and both before and after deposition. Deliberate mutilation can include
whittling and/or battering, either to no particular end, or to create a useful object. These
expedient objects include fishing sinkers, pencils, chess men, flint holders, etc. etc. The
nail-pierced ball illustrated in Figure AI-4 is an example of an especially interesting
modification. This artifact has been found at Revolutionary War campsites occupied by
both sides (Peterson 2000:228-229). British General Howe wrote a letter to General
Washington in 1776 accusing the Americans of “unwarrantable and malicious Practices”
when they were found in an American camp. While such mutilations might be fired from
cannon and do horrific damage to their target, it is quite possible these are simply fishing
weights (Peterson 2000:251; Calver and Bolton 1950:75-76). Balls originally embedded
in trees are sometimes deeply slashed by axe or saw, and balls from former or current
plowed fields often exhibit cuts and scrapes from plows, hoes, or discs.
One of the most common mutilations is chewing, either by hogs or rodents. Lead
shot that have been chewed (and digested) by pigs usually retain their full weight, but
have the appearance of used chewing gum. Examples that have been chewed by rodents
exhibit patches of very fine tooth striations where the animal has actually consumed a
portion of the ball- these balls can be substantially underweight. Finally, some balls are
no longer even recognizable as such, particularly those that have melted, typically in
campfires or forest fires.

GUN FLINTS
While they are not lead shot, the two unused musket flints from Fort Motte
(Figure AI-5) are certainly ammunition components. The archaeological literature of gun
flints is vast and confusing, and will not be rehashed here - suffice to say that the Fort
Motte flints are of distinct varieties that are reasonably well understood. The example
from 02 001 001 is probably a French example of the archaic “gunspall” type, while that
from 02 002 001 is a typical French blade flint (Hamilton 1976:142-147).
CONCLUSIONS
It is hoped that this discussion, considered in conjunction with the results
presented in Chapter 3 and Appendix II, suggests the value of a careful and informed
analysis of even small collections of lead shot. In the case of Fort Motte, the
ammunition analysis produced a not unexpected result that mirrored the evidence from
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Fort Watson – American incoming fire was primarily from rifles, while British outgoing
fire was primarily from infantry muskets. More dramatically, the ammunition analysis,
together with the distribution of specimens north of Fort Motte and various historical
clues, appears to have provided a good idea of the location of the American siege
approach.

Figure AI-4. .75 caliber musket ball pierced by a wrought nail, from the eastern
American perimeter at Fort Motte.

Figure AI-5. Unused French musket flints recovered inside Fort Motte.

APPENDIX II- FORT MOTTE ARTIFACT CATALOG
PROVENIENCE 01- General Surface Collections, Immediate Vicinity of Fort
Motte, SCIAA 2001-2004
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

01 001 001
01 001 002
01 001 003
01 001 004
01 001 005
01 001 006
01 001 007
01 001 008
01 001 009
01 001 010
01 001 011
01 001 012
01 001 013
01 001 014
01 001 015
01 001 016
01 001 017
01 001 018
01 001 019
01 001 020
01 001 021
01 001 022
01 001 023
01 001 024
01 001 025
01 001 026
01 001 027
01 001 028
01 001 029
01 001 030
01 001 031

Morrow Mountain projectile point, quartz.
Yadkin projectile point, chert.
Lead glazed redware.
Unglazed redware (flower pot?).
Creamware, undecorated.
Creamware, annular/dipt ware.
Pearlware, undecorated.
Pearlware, blue-edged.
Pearlware, green-edged.
Pearlware, blue on white hand-painted.
Pearlware, polychrome hand-painted.
Pearlware, annular/dipt ware.
Pearlware/whiteware, blue transfer print.
Pearlware, green transfer print.
Whiteware/ironstone, undecorated.
Whiteware, red on white hand-painted.
Whiteware, polychrome hand-painted.
Whiteware/ironstone, flow purple transfer print.
Yelloware
Westerwald stoneware.
American(?) blue on gray saltglazed stoneware.
Gray saltglazed stoneware, ferric interior.
Brown saltglazed stoneware.
Ferric saltglazed stoneware.
Bristol glazed stoneware.
Alkaline-glazed stoneware.
Stoneware ale bottle, Bristol glaze.
Porcelain, undecorated.
Porcelain, underglaze blue on white.
Porcelain, underglaze blue on white, overglaze red.
Porcelain, English(?) underglaze blue on white, polychrome
overglaze.
Porcelain figurine fragment.
Dark olive green bottle glass.
Aqua bottle glass.
Teal green bottle glass.
Pipe stem.

1
1
1
2
4
1
6
2
2
2
1
2
25
1
10
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
3
1
3

01 001 032
01 001 033
01 001 034
01 001 035
01 001 036

1
8
1
1
1
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01 001 037
01 001 038

II-2
Wrought nail.
Pistol cartridge case, .38 cal. rimfire, headstamp “U.”

1
1

PROVENIENCE 02 Mapped Surface Artifacts, Immediate Vicinity, Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

02 001 001
02 002 001
02 003 001
02 004 001
02 005 001
02 006 001
02 007 001
02 008 001
02 009 001
02 010 001
02 011 001
02 012 001
02 013 001
02 013 002
02 014 001
02 015 001
02 016 001
02 017 001
02 018 001
02 019 001
02 020 001
02 021 001
02 022 001
02 023 001
02 024 001
02 025 001
02 026 001

French(?) spall musket flint, dull, med. gray flint, unused.
French blade musket flint, translucent honey-colored flint, unused.
Pewter spoon handle.
Jasperware, white sprig molding on tan body.
Westerwald blue on gray stoneware.
Westerwald blue on gray stoneware.
Westerwald blue on gray stoneware.
White salt glazed stoneware.
Porcelain, red overglaze decoration.
Faience, polychrome hand-painted.
Porcelain, undecorated.
Porcelain, red overglaze decoration.
Delft tile fragment, purple on white.
White clay pipe stem.
Colonoware.
Embossed sheet brass fragment.
White clay pipe bowl fragment.
Delft tile fragment, purple on white.
Delft tile fragment, purple on white.
White clay pipe stem.
Westerwald blue on gray stoneware.
Westerwald blue on gray stoneware.
Porcelain 4-hole button.
Colonoware.
Lead glazed redware with white slip.
Dark olive green bottle neck, figural flask (?).
White clay pipe stem.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PROVENIENCE 03 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 3,
Including Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

03 001 001

Lead shot, fired, 16.1g, p.d.*.563,” with patch marks, wood impact 1
(rifle ball).
UID cast brass floral decoration, fragment (see also 03 111 001,
1

03 002 001

QTY.

Appendix II

03 003 001
03 004 001
03 005 001
03 006 001
03 007 001
03 008 001
03 009 001
03 010 001
03 011 001
03 012 001
03 013 001
03 014 001
03 015 001
03 016 001
03 017 001
03 018 001
03 019 001
03 020 001
03 021 001
03 022 001
03 023 001
03 024 001
03 025 001
03 026 001
03 027 001
03 028 001

II-3
03 112 001).
Lead shot, chewed, 7.6g, p.d. .438 (probable rifle ball)
Lead shot, unfired, .413,” 6.7g (probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 11.2g, p.d. .499,” with rifling marks, wood
impact (rifle ball).
Melted lead, 11.0g.
Melted lead, 6.4g.
Lead shot, fired, 14.3g, p.d. .541,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” with rifling (?) marks (probable
rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. .551,” with patch marks (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with patch marks (rifle ball).
Lead shot, unfired, .686,” 28.8g, rolled, rodent chewing underweight (.75 cal. musket ball).
Brass button, 21.4mm, South Type 9, shank missing.
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with rifling marks, wood
impact (rifle ball).
Brass shoe tap, patent mark illegible (see 03 047 001, 03 145 001).
Lead shot, fired, 14.9g, p.d. .549,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
U.S. Infantry Officer button, 14.4mm, backmark “WATERBURY
BUTTON CO.” (Civil War period).
Lead shot, fired, 29.4g, p.d. .688,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 13.6g, p.d. .532,” with patch marks, wood and
sand impact (rifle ball).
Cast brass tack head or boss, convex, missing integral attachment,
diameter 19.8mm.
Iron padlock, heart-shaped, height 70.2mm, width 75.4mm,
missing hasp, with brass key hole cover marked “VR” (Victoria
Regina) with crown and “PATENT.”
Lead shot, chewed, 21.4g, p.d. > .619,” badly chewed and possibly
underweight (.65 cal. carbine or pistol ball? .69 cal. musket ball?).
Lead shot, fired, 14.7g, p.d. .546,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 23.2g, p.d. .636,” wood impact (.69 cal. musket
ball).
Lead strip, 25.3g, thickness about 2.3mm, width 16-20mm, length
about 75mm, badly bent and twisted.
Lead shot, fired, 29.6g, p.d. .690” wood impact, minor rodent
knawing (.75 cal. musket ball).
Lead shot, fired but undistorted, .550,” 15.5g, with patch marks,
sand impact (rifle ball).
US M1854 General Service button, 18.8mm, no backmark (Civil

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fort Motte

03 029 001
03 030 001
03 031 001
03 032 001
03 033 001
03 034 001
03 035 001
03 036 001
03 037 001
03 038 001
03 039 001
03 040 001
03 041 001
03 042 001
03 043 001
03 044 001
03 045 001
03 046 001
03 047 001
03 048 001
03 049 001
03 050 001
03 051 001
03 052 001
03 053 001
03 054 001

II-4
War period enlisted men’s button).
Lead shot, fired, 15.2g, p.d. .552,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 3.1g, p.d. .325,” sand impact (buckshot).
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with rifling and patch marks,
wood impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, neatly cut quarter section (or slightly less) of a musket
ball, probably .75 cal.
Lead shot, unfired, .537,” 13.1g, incomplete casting (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 22.1g, p.d. .626,” wood impact (probable .65 or
.67 cal. carbine or pistol ball, or .69 cal. musket ball).
Spanish half Real silver coin, badly worn, 17--(?).
Lead shot, unfired, .694,” 30.6g, rolled, with cartridge powder
mark (.75 cal. musket ball).
Lead shot, fired, 3.7g, p.d. .345,” wood impact (buckshot).
UID brass hook, similar to a sword hanger, possibly a jamb hook,
length 50mm.
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
South Carolina state seal button, 19mm, backmark “SCOVILL
MFG. CO. WATRBRY” (Civil War period SC button).
Melted lead, 3.4g.
Lead alloy (pewter?) shot, unfired, .665,” 26.5g (.69 or .75 cal.
musket ball).
UID pewter object, cone-shaped, badly deteriorated, length 33mm.
Lead alloy shot, fired, 4.8g, with rifling marks (rifle ball,
unpatinated – possibly recent?).
Brass shoe tap, patent mark “NOV. 29, 18....” (see 03 015 001, 03
147 001).
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” with rifling and patch marks,
wood impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.2g, p.d. .552,” with rifling and patch marks,
wood impact (rifle ball).
Brass button, South Type 18, 17.7mm, backmark illegible, shank
missing.
Lead shot, fired, 6.9g, p.d. .424,” with rifling and patch marks,
wood impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.2g, p.d. .552” (rifle ball).
Melted pewter (?), 9.3g.
Lead shot, unfired, .334,” 3.3g, very irregular mold (buckshot).

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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03 055 001
03 056 001
03 057 001
03 058 001
03 059 001
03 060 001
03 061 001
03 062 001
03 063 001
03 064 001
03 065 001
03 066 001
03 067 001
03 068 001
03 069 001
03 070 001
03 071 001
03 072 001
03 073 001
03 074 001
03 075 001
03 076 001
03 077 001
03 078 001
03 079 001
03 080 001

II-5
Lead shot, fired, 23.2g, p.d. .636” (.69 cal. musket ball).
Lead shot, fired, 28.7g, p.d. .683,” heavy barrel mark, sand impact
(a .75 cal. musket ball, but apparently fired in a much smaller
barrel, probably a .69 musket).
Lead shot, fired, 6.3g, lightly chewed (a somewhat cylindrical
rifle(?) ball, about .380” diameter, but length about .450”).
Brass tack, convex head, diameter 11.5mm.
Lead shot, fired, 13.3g, p.d. .528,” nearly cut in half by disc blade
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 10.5g, p.d. .488,” wood impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 8.8g, p.d. .460,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead alloy (pewter?) shot, fired, 8.2g (rifle (?) ball, at least .450”
dia.).
Lead scrap, cut segment of cylindrical stock, 2.7g, diameter
6.8mm, length 9.8mm (buckshot?).
Lead shot, fired, 14.1g, p.d. .539,” deliberately cut after firing
(probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.2g, p.d. .552,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
“Rosa Americana” (Wood’s coinage) halfpenny, 1722, no wear.
Lead foil – wine bottle seal?
Melted lead, 5.9g.
Lead shot, unfired, .690,” 30.7g, rolled (.75 cal. musket ball).
Lead shot, unfired, .681,” 29.2g, rolled, heavy rodent chewing –
underweight (.75 cal. musket ball).
Iron frame buckle, 30.6x40.7mm, missing tongue.
Brass button, South Type 16, 14.2mm, with stippled pattern on
face, backmark “LEWIS & TOMES / ELMIRA (?)”
Brass button face, South Type 2, 15.8mm.
Brass button, South Type 18, 20.3mm, backmark
“....WARRANTED/LONDON....”
US M1854 General Service button, 20.1mm, backmark “EXTRA
QUALITY,” face broken (Civil War period enlisted mens’
button).
Lead shot, unfired, .376,” 4.6g, with powder corrosion (?)
(probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, unfired, .686,” 30.7g, crudely trimmed sprue, unrolled,
light chewing (.75 cal. musket ball, not the typical British mfg.).
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 6.3g, p.d. .412,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.2g, p.d. .552,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fort Motte

03 081 001
03 082 001
03 083 001
03 084 001
03 085 001
03 086 001

03 087 001
03 088 001
03 089 001
03 090 001
03 091 001
03 092 001
03 093 001
03 094 001
03 095 001
03 096 001
03 097 001
03 098 001
03 099 001
03 100 001
03 101 001
03 102 001
03 103 001
03 104 001
03 105 001

II-6
Lead shot, fired, 1.9g, p.d. .276” (buckshot).
Lead shot, fired, 17.0g, p.d. .573,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.9g, p.d. .692,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.8g, p.d. .692,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.2g, p.d. .687,” heavy barrel mark, sand impact
(a .75 cal. musket ball, but fired in a much smaller barrel, probably
a .69 musket – see 03 086 001).
Lead shot, fired, 29.2g, p.d. .687,” heavy barrel mark, sand impact
(a .75 cal. musket ball, but fired in a much smaller barrel, probably
a .69 musket; diameter of the completely intact barrel mark is only
.70,” even after impact).
Lead shot, fired, 28.5g, p.d. .681,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.5g, p.d. .689,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 6.8g, cut quarter section of a .75 cal. musket ball,
cut before firing, sand impact.
Lead shot, fired, 15.7g, p.d. .558,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 14.5g, p.d. .544,” with rifling marks, wood
impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.9g, p.d. .692,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Tombac button, South Type 7, 29.0mm, shank broken.
Silver thimble, crushed.
Lead shot, unfired, .345,” 3.0g, incomplete casting (probable
buckshot).
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Lead pencil (?), segment of lead wire, length 41mm, diameter
6.6mm, 14.0g, sharpened on one end, “+” cast on other end.
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. .551,” with patch marks (rifle ball).
Cut lead strip, rectangular, 24.7x10.8mm, 2.4 mm thick, 6.5g.
Melted lead, 26.2g.
Brass button, South Type 9, 33.8mm, shank missing.
Lead shot, fired, 14.9g, p.d. >.549,” with patch marks, wood (?)
impact, two axe or knife cuts after firing, portion of ball missing –
underweight (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 14.4g, p.d. .543” (probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 14.1g, p.d. .539,” with patch marks, sand impact
(rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. .551,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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03 106 001
03 107 001
03 108 001
03 109 001
03 110 001
03 111 001
03 112 001
03 113 001
03 114 001
03 115 001
03 116 001
03 117 001
03 118 001
03 119 001
03 120 001
03 121 001
03 122 001
03 123 001
03 124 001
03 125 001
03 126 001
03 127 001
03 128 001
03 129 001
03 130 001
03 131 001

II-7
Padlock key hole cover, brass, missing top with attachment,
marked “WR” (William Rex) with crown, and “PATENT,”
remaining length 35.0mm.
Lead shot, unfired, .395,” 6.2g (probable rifle ball, somewhat
oblong – height is .432”).
Melted lead, 3.3g.
Lead/lead alloy sheet fragment, irregular, max. 29.3mm, 3.1g.
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” lightly chewed (probable rifle
ball).
UID cast brass floral decoration, fragment, mends to 03 012 001
(see also 03 002 001).
UID cast brass floral decoration, fragment, mends to 03 011 001
(see also 03 002 001).
Bullet, .52-56 Spencer carbine or rifle, fired and partially melted,
19.8g (Civil War period).
Cut lead disc, slightly oval, 29x26mm, 2.4mm thick.
Lead shot, fired, 3.7g, p.d. .345,” wood impact (probable
buckshot).
Iron “D” frame buckle, 42.6x53.1mm, missing tongue.
UID cast brass object, length 45mm, oval cross section
9.6x5.7mm, possibly a sword/sabre guard fragment.
Melted lead, 2.1g.
UID cast brass object, possibly made from a musket trigger guard,
with interior shank for an iron stock pin.
Lead shot, fired, 13.6g, p.d. .532,” with square nail hole and deep
knife cut (probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. .551,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
US 1845 cent, deliberate cut marks on obverse.
Lead shot, chewed, 12.9g, p.d. .523,” heavily chewed and possibly
underweight (probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, unfired, .629,” 20.9g, heavy rodent chewing –
underweight (.67 cal. carbine ball or .69 cal. musket ball).
UID brass object.
Lead shot, fired, 15.3g, p.d. .554,” with patch marks, wood impact
(rifle ball)
Lead shot, fired, 23.2g, p.d. .636,” wood impact (.69 cal. musket
ball).
Melted lead, 6.3g.
Carved cylindrical lead object, 20.0g, shaft hammered flat
(headed) on both ends, length 41mm, diameter of shaft about
8mm, diameters of heads 9.5, 12.2mm.
Lead alloy (pewter?) shot, fired, 15.2g, wood impact (probable
rifle ball, at least .552” dia.).
Sheet brass oval, crumpled, about 62x71mm (if flat), no markings

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Fort Motte

03 132 001
03 133 001
03 134 001
03 135 001
03 136 001
03 137 001
03 138 001
03 139 001
03 139 002
03 140 001
03 141 001
03 142 001
03 143 001
03 144 001
03 144 002
03 145 001
03 146 001
03 147 001
03 148 001
03 149 001
03 150 001
03 151 001
03 152 001
03 153 001

II-8
or attachments.
Iron case shot (canister) ball, .907,” 44.3g.
Lead alloy (pewter) shot, fired, 11.3g, badly corroded and
underweight (probable rifle ball, p.d. as lead .500,” actually about
.550”).
Brass button, South Type 18, 13mm, backmark, if any, illegible.
Lead shot, fired, 15.0g, p.d. .550,” with rifling and patch marks,
wood impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. .551,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.5g, p.d. .556,” with patch marks, wood impact
(probable rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 30.8g, p.d. .699,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, unfired, .693,” 30.5g (.75 cal. musket ball).
Melted lead, 12.7g.
Lead shot, fired, 21.1g, p.d. .616,” sand impact (probable .65 or
.67 cal. carbine ball or .65 cal. pistol ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.2g, p.d. .687,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.8g, p.d. .692,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Brass button, South Type 18, 22mm, backmark “TREBLE
GILT/STANDARD COLOUR.”
Lead shot, fired, 16.1g, p.d. .563,” wood impact, lightly chewed
(probable rifle ball).
Brass button, South Type 18, 20.2mm, backmark “(?)....FINE
GOLD.”
Brass shoe tap, patent mark illegible, bent (see 03 015 001, 03 047
001).
Brass frame buckle with center bar, rectangular with rounded
corners, 18.3x17mm, iron tongue.
Cast brass head/finial, from riding crop (?), with nail hole for
attachment to wood shaft, diameter of head 22.8mm, diameter of
shaft 12.2mm, height 19mm.
Lead shot, fired, 6.2g, p.d. .410,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 29.9g, p.d. .692,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 30.1g, p.d. .694,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot sprue, 3.0g.
Lead shot, fired, 21.1g, p.d. .616,” full barrel mark, possible
rifling, sand impact (probable rifle ball – barrel about .60 cal.).
Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d. .555,” rifling marks (rifle ball).

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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II-9

*p.d. = projected diameter of the specimen as a sphere.
PROVENIENCE 04 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 4, In
Woods Northeast of Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

04 001 001

Lead shot with wrought nail, 25.6g – appears to be an unfired .75
cal. musket ball, slightly flattened, with a wrought nail driven into
one end; nail protrudes 34.3mm from one end, and reaches but
does protrude from the other; in addition a portion of the ball has
been sliced away.
Lead shot, fired, 29.0g, p.d. .685,” lightly chewed (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 17.1g, p.d. .575,” (probable rifle ball).

1

04 002 001
04 003 001

1
1

PROVENIENCE 05 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 5, In
Lower Field West of Collection Area 6
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

05 001 001

Lead shot, fired, 15.4g, p.d.* .555,” with rifling marks, wood
impact (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 28.7g, p.d. .683,” wood impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.1g, p.d. >.551,” with patch marks, wood
impact; a small portion of the ball has been sliced away after firing
(rifle ball).
Brass and iron button, South Type 25, 18.5mm.
Lead shot, fired, 5.4g, p.d. .391,” wood impact (probable rifle
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 28.4g, p.d. >.680,” wood impact, two axe cuts
after firing – small portion of ball missing (.75 cal musket ball).
Fragment (bottom end) of keyhole cover from padlock, brass,
22.2mm

1

05 002 001
05 003 001
05 004 001
05 005 001
05 006 001
05 007 001

*p.d. = projected diameter of the specimen as a sphere.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Fort Motte

II-10

PROVENIENCE 06 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 6,
West of Collection Area 3
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

06 001 001

Iron case shot (canister) ball, .92,” 41.8g, an incomplete casting by
about 10%.
Melted lead, 66.9g.
Lead shot, fired, 30.2g, p.d.* .695,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Brass cartridge box (?) finial, missing iron attachment nail, length
13.7mm, diameter of head 13.5mm (also possibly a carriage knob
or a sash knob?).
Lead shot, fired, 15.5g, p.d. .556,” with patch marks (rifle ball).
Lead shot, fired, 15.6g, p.d. .557,” wood impact (rifle (?) ball).
Lead shot, fired, 30.6g, p.d. .698,” sand impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Lead shot, fired, 28.5g, p.d. .681,” wood impact (.75 cal. musket
ball).
Tombac knife/utensil (?) ferrule, engraved, diameter 14mm, height
4.5mm.
Lead shot, fired, 15.6g, p.d. >.557,” with patch marks, small
portion of ball has been sliced away after firing (rifle ball).

1

06 002 001
06 003 001
06 004 001
06 005 001
06 006 001
06 007 001
06 008 001
06 009 001
06 010 001

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*p.d. = projected diameter of the specimen as a sphere.
PROVENIENCE 07 Artifacts From Southern Ditch Cross-Section, Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

07 001 001
07 001 002
07 001 003
07 001 004
07 001 005
07 001 006
07 001 007
07 001 008

Creamware, undecorated.
Wrought nail fragment.
Pane glass, pale green.
Brick fragments (3).
Fired clay daub.
Bone fragment (beef rib?).
Wood charcoal fragments.
Chert flake.

1
1
11
57.4g
162g
6.2g
6.4g
1
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PROVENIENCE 08 Artifacts From The Plow Zone Overlying Brick Surface,
Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

08 001 001
08 001 002
08 001 003
08 001 004
08 001 005
08 001 006
08 001 007
08 001 008
08 001 009
08 001 010
08 001 011
08 001 012
08 001 013
08 001 014
08 001 015
08 001 016
08 001 017

Brass wire clothing eye.
Creamware, undecorated.
Pearlware, blue-edged.
Pearlware/whiteware, blue transfer print.
Glazed redware anthropomorhic pipe fragment.
Aqua bottle glass.
Clear bottle glass.
Wrought nails.
Cut nails and cut nail fragments.
Pane glass, pale green.
Iron door (?) hardware fragment, plate with two screw holes.
Wrought iron wire fragment.
Brick fragment.
Finished plaster.
Lime mortar.
Oyster shell, burned.
Cast iron fire back (?) fragment, completely mineralized.

1
1
1
4
1
1
1
6
8
46
1
1
154g
0.6g
1.0g
1.5g
1

PROVENIENCE 09 Artifacts From The Surface of Northern Ditch of Fort Motte,
Exposed In Northern Test Trench
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

09 001 001

Button, South Type 18, 20.6mm, backmark “VERY FINE
ORANGE COLOUR,” with eagle.
Delft tile fragment, purple on white.

1

09 001 002

1

PROVENIENCE 10 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 10,
18th/Early 19th Century Domestic Site, In Woods South of Fort Motte,
(Smith House?)
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

10 001 001
10 002 001
10 002 002

Tombac button, South Type 7, 23mm.
Brass button, South Type 18, b.m. “GILT,” 21mm.
UID brass hinge, marked “S” (see others below – these may be
internal parts from piano keys/hammers).
Melted lead, 5.4g.

1
1
1

10 003 001

1

Fort Motte

10 003 002
10 004 001
10 004 002
10 005 001
10 006 001
10 006 002
10 007 001
10 007 002
10 008 001
10 009 001
10 009 002
10 010 001
10 011 001
10 012 001
10 013 001
10 014 001

II-12
Wrought nails.
Iron barrel band fragment, 26x1222mm.
Harmonica reed plate, brass.
Tombac button, South Type 7, 22.9mm.
Brass wire ring, 26.7mm.
Brass plate, rectangular, with three screw holes, 13.6x39.4mm.
UID brass hinge, as 10 002 002, marked “P.”
UID brass hinge, as 10 002 002, unmarked.
Brass button, South Type 18, b.m. “GILT,” 14.5mm.
Tombac button, South Type 7, 15.8mm.
Wrought nail.
Lead shot, unfired, .335,” 3.4g. (buckshot).
Brass leather rivet.
Brass “D” frame buckle with silver plate, iron tongue missing,
25.4x21.7mm.
UID brass hinge, as 10 002 002, unmarked.
Wrought nail.

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PROVENIENCE 11 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Collection Area 11,
In Woods Southeast of Fort Motte,
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

11 001 001
11 002 001
11 003 001

Lead shot, unfired, .689,” 30.3g (.75 cal. musket ball).
Melted lead, 2.5g.
Lead shot, unfired, .610,” 19.9g (rifle ball, .65 or .67 cal. carbine
ball, or .65 cal. pistol ball).

1
1
1

PROVENIENCE 12 Mapped Metal Detector and Surface Artifacts From Collection
Area 12, 18th Century Domestic Site
Motte Farmhouse?
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

12 001 001
12 002 001
12 003 001
12 004 001
12 005 001
12 006 001
12 007 001
12 007 002
12 008 001

Dark olive green bottle glass.
Wrought nail.
Riveted wrought nail.
Wrought nail.
Iron pot fragment.
Iron pot fragment.
Iron pot fragment.
Westerwald stoneware tankard rim sherd.
Iron pot fragment.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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12 009 001
12 010 001
12 010 002
12 011 001
12 012 001
12 013 001
12 014 001

II-13
Iron pot fragment.
Shoe buckle tongue, brass.
Iron knife or implement, portion of blade and shank, length 76mm.
Iron pot fragment.
Brass box or furniture hinge, with two attachment holes and
perforated decoration, length 48.3mm.
Lead shot, fired, 16.7g, p.d.* .570,” with rifling marks, wood
impact (rifle ball).
Iron frame buckle, rectangular,30.3x40.2mm, missing tongue.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*p.d. = projected diameter of the specimen as a sphere.
PROVENIENCE 13 Artifacts Collected From Southern Fort Motte Ditch Test
Trenches
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

13 001 001
13 001 002
13 001 003
13 001 004
13 001 005
13 001 006
13 001 007
13 001 008

Unifacial tool, chert.
Pearlware, blue on white hand-painted.
Pearlware/whiteware, blue transfer print.
Whiteware, undecorated.
Stoneware, grey saltglazed.
Stoneware, alkaline-glaze.
Porcelain, overglaze hand-painted.
Dark olive green case bottle glass.

1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1

PROVENIENCE 14 Landowner Family Surface Collection, Immediate Vicinity of
Fort Motte
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

14 001 001
14 001 002
14 001 003
14 001 004
14 001 005
14 001 006
14 001 007
14 001 008
14 001 009
14 001 010
14 001 011
14 001 012

Delft tile fragments, purple on white.
Creamware, undecorated.
Creamware, overglaze magenta transfer print, hand-painted rim.
Pearlware, undecorated.
Pearlware, blue on white hand-painted.
Pearlware, brown hand-painted.
Pearlware, green edged.
Pearlware/whiteware, blue edged.
Pearlware, annular/dipt ware.
Pearlware/whiteware, blue transfer print.
Whiteware/ironstone, undecorated.
Whiteware, red sponged decoration.

2
57
6
63
2
1
5
8
12
86
39
1

Fort Motte

14 001 013
14 001 014
14 001 015
14 001 016
14 001 017
14 001 018
14 001 019
14 001 020
14 001 021
14 001 022
14 001 023
14 001 024
14 001 025
14 001 026
14 001 027
14 001 028
14 001 029

II-14
Whiteware, green and red hand-painted.
Whiteware/ironstone, flow transfer print, lavender.
Whiteware/ironstone, flow transfer print, black.
Yelloware.
Westerwald stoneware.
White salt-glazed stoneware.
Gray/brown salt-glazed stoneware.
American(?) blue on gray saltglazed stoneware.
Alkaline-glazed stoneware.
Stoneware ale bottle, Bristol glaze.
Porcelain, undecorated.
Porcelain, overglaze hand-painted.
Porcelain, overglaze gold.
Porcelain, underglaze blue hand-painted.
Porcelain, underglaze blue hand-painted, overglaze gold.
Porcelain, English, sprig-molded, blue on white.
Celt fragment, knapped and ground, metavolcanic.

2
2
3
3
2
4
6
1
4
1
4
2
1
13
1
1
1

PROVENIENCE 15 Mapped Metal Detector Artifacts From Area 15, West of
Collection Area 12
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

15 001 001
15 002 001

Lead shot, fired, 4.2g, p.d.* .360” (large buckshot or rifle ball).
Pommel from British light dragoon sabre, brass with lead fill, oval,
32.1x39mm, height 21.9mm.
[number not used].
Lead shot, fired, 13.9g, p.d. .536,” with rifling marks, wood impact
(rifle ball).
Iron table knife, portion of blade and tang, length 56mm.

1
1

15 003 001
15 004 001
15 005 001

1
1

*p.d. = projected diameter of the specimen as a sphere.
PROVENIENCE 16 Reserved For Artifacts From Area 16, Suspected Area of
Battery
None to date.

Appendix II

Figure AII.1 Metal detector proveniences, (artifact find locations), Area 3,5, and 6.

II-15
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Figure AII.2 Metal detector proveniences, (artifact find locations), Areas 4 and 11.

II-16
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Figure AII.3 Metal detector proveniences, (artifact find locations), Area 10.

II-17

Fort Motte

Figure AII.4 Metal detector proveniences, (artifact find locations), Areas 12 and 15.

II-18

